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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, January 21, 1972

Opposed-To-putine
Excusing Of Absentee Members
1r

Among the 450 guests at the
Fred Schultz, superintendent
"no" votes were heard as well
Public Schools, has banquet were Kentucky U.
Murray
of
day's session by Rep. John bas several shouts for a roll call
received the 1972 F.L. Dupree Gev..luliao Carroll of p•d oh_ ier, D-Covington, means memvote, which puts everyone vot/Girard fcir Creatuational and about 100 members of the
bers who are not present still
ing on record. He explained latGeneral
Kentucky
1972
Administration.
get their $25 daily salary and
er that members have to stand
The award was presented at Assembly, which is currently
$25 daily expense allowance.
alvote
call
roll
to request a
the annual convention banquet meeting in F
If no one objects, the motion
though that has not been the
Also present were Supt.
of the Kentucky School Boards
is approved with a crack of the Pratfollowed.
Associatien (KSBA) last Schultz's wife, Murray Board
eaker'i gavel. But Karen's —
Rip. Carl Nett, D-Louisville,
Tuesday eyening in Lexington. Education Chairman
objection forced a vote on exonly
In a voice choked with EgananTliifre,lissillhower-.
cusing the seven members who Rose to appeal the ruling
to be told that would have to be
emotion, Supt. Schultz credited
Rep. David Karem, D-Louis- did not answer the opening roll
in writing and signed by two
"the best school boar
ville, touched off considerable call.
other members. When Nett prenone—in the state of Kentucky"
Norbert
Speaker
House
Tbursda when he
'petlffoil
and the administrators and
voice vote and sehlëd111s
routine motion to
few minutes later he was ruled
of the Murray —school
staff
loud
although
carried
it
ruled
excuse absentees, saying they
out of order because the House
system with making the award
should not be paid if they were
had taken up other business in
not present.
a possible.
the meantime.
HIPPO HASDUCH DINNER—ft appears that four ducks are destined to be the next meal for
The identity of the Dupree
Approval of the motion, made
lemetstaturay
h_Lreilesei
,
tio.
walking
are
hippopotaml.zoo. Actuallitbey
Nett then asked for a suspen'Award winner had beenkept
routinely at the outset of each
(AP Wirephoto) secret until the banquet and not
sion of the rules of the House
n's Zee.
in the
so that a roll call vote amid be
even Supt. Schultz knew he was
to receive the sward until his
Pfc. Danny Ray Allen, son of taken on Isler's motion to exMarshall Allen of Huntington, cuse the absentees, a move
name was announced.
_Tenn., is serving with the which requires 51 affirmative,
•
JtrUnitedStates Army In Vietnam. votes. - 4_
Nett's request was defeatedIle was sEdioned-it" a 6e in"
f0t./
attorney
Schnieder,
A.
Daniel
the
of
South Vietnam,according to his on a 28-56 vote, with 18
7B in favor of it being fresh- for four students who allegedly
last letter.
hinds.=
Allen entered the Arrny on men. Sixteen of the 28 favoring interrupted an alumni
(AP) — A.,young, at
State-13
request of the FBI arid
January 27, 1971, and had his' the motion also were Republi-' arthe-Marray
a mustachioed man who hijacked they tailed the DC9 as it headrequested
6,
Nov.
being
campus
those
of
nine
with
cans,
CampFort
basic training at
We are not too good at
continuance of the hearing for a jetliner in Nevada; collected ed east.
bell. He had his argranced freshmen. anagrams, word games, etc., $50,000 ransom and then
A "one might rally" for adults
Over the plains near Sterling,
Karem readily acknowledged the four Thursday.
at Fort Lewis,
training
over the hijacker left the plane.
craft
the
but we ran across a thing the
FRED SCHULTZ
from
scheduled
parachuted
for the Spireno, "Spiritual
was
only
hearing
on
The
day
the
for
lad
had
he
that
going
Washington before
awaiting
other day in an AMA
City School Superintendent
The Fills kept the parachute Revolution Now", will be held
December 20, 1971. procedural errors but he told for 10 a.m. this morning before the Colorado plains is
on
overseas
publication that is rather inregents. action on a federal charge of air in sight as it drifted toward the tonight (Friday) at seven p.m.
school, board members Don
His addres is Pfc. Danny Ray Blume "I'll be back tomorrow". the university board of
teresting. We are running it
of- piracy
university
to
According
grassy farmland below, radio- in the University School Henry, Bethel Richardson and
Rep.
session,
2211th
the
Later in
411-94-7349, H,H,C,
Allen
today on page six.
U.S. marshals are expected ing his position to their home auditorium.
Jones, atWill Ed Stokes.
AHB, S-4, First Cav. BIV Div. Sam Thomas, D-Lebanon, rose ficials, Donald A.
was to take custody of him today at base at Nellis Air Force Base,
Final plans for the special
university,
the
for
torney
issued
statement
a
criticize
Francisco,
to
San
Presenting the award was
APO
(AM),
thing
dent
If yoa look at the
Spireno meeting scheduled to F.L. Dupree, Jr.,son of the man
prepared to go ahead with the the Logan County Hospital in Reno.
Fourteen)
96490.
page
California
on
(Continued
long enough you can figure out
hearing until the continuance Sterling, 90 miles northeast of
One of the military pilots, U. open on Sunday, February 13, for whom the award is named.
all kinds of sayings. Being
was requested by the students' Denver, and bring him here for Col. Edward Satterfield, said and continue through Wed- The Dupree family established
rather thick, it took us a spell to
a hearing on the charge. Posi- he. saiv the man land in a nesday, February 16, at the the
lawyer.
award in 1870 as a
identification- of the plowed field.
find the second saying. The first
tive
Murray State - University memorial to F.L. Dupree, Sr.,
Michael
are
students
The
not
are
we
so
the
enough
he
at
said
easy
made
FBI
the
one is
Lowery, president of the Mal made,although
"When he looked up and saw auditorium will be
who died the previous year. The
going to point it out. You have to
Black Students Union; Jews purchased a ticket , for the hi- me, he threw a case up in the rally tonight
is administered by
award
follow the same idea across the
The special program will be KSBA.
Van Leer II; James MaPP: and jacked Hughes Air West flight air like he was _disgusted, that
young
a
saying.
each
diagram for
under the maw John Shane.
Ulysses Park.
he had been followed:'- Sak ..led by Richard Hogue,
IlTheprestigioua--assard, can:
be - Mother-mystery reinsinelaii terfield
The TheaKtir
- evangelist, with his team of slats of an engraved sterling
Leak at It for awhile and see
rescheduled officials =M.
_to bow the curly haired man
FBI agents and _ColoTrade eleven other persons. Hogue
how many sayings you can
made Abe exit froin-ihir 'DC9. State Patrol officers guided by and members of his team will (Camtlased on Page Fourteen
come up with. If you can't see
Officials said the only door directions, from the Fills be 'present for the advanced
any at all, just sit there and
By GARY LUHR
all of the'governingbodies.
open when the plane landed at tracked footprints through mud planning meeting.
stare at it and one will
Associated Press Writer"
The four day revival is being
Denver's Stapleton Inter- and snow from a spot where
also
reported
committee
The
materialize out of thin air.
FRAVICFORT, Ky. A bill to
was
Thursday
by the group, "Youth
Airport
sponsored
national
heland
parachute
a
found
they
out two bills dealing with exremove public officials from
Concerned for Christ", and the
to a baggage compartment. - met.
One of the
children.
ceptional
"In "all ranks of life, the state college and university
Peter Blackburn, a 52-year- public is invited and urged to
measures takes a different tack
Before allowing the 56 pashuman heart; yearns for the governing boards has been refarmer, said he saw two attend, according to R. J.
old
from a similar bill in the House
sengers and two stewardesses
_
beautiful; and the beautiful ported out of the Senate Educastate policemen spot the man in Johnson,publicity chairman for
to
deplane,he
and
-demanded
things that God makes are His tion Committee.
The
Episcopal young people
.
of
pile
organization.
a
weeds.
youth
the
was given $50,000 in $10 and $20
The measure, which has the
gifts to all alike" Harriet
of Murray and Fulton recently
the legislature and Supt. of _
bills,
two
and
three
parachutes
Beecher Stowe
support of Gov. Wendell Ford,
took part in a Feast of Lights
Public Instruction Lyman Gin"Campus Lights," the 35- crash helmets. He then directed
would remove him, the superinservice at St. John's Episcopal
ger.
pilot
of
Don
Seattle
Burlthard
at
trhdition
year-old musical
The following "Questions tendent of public instruction
Church, Murray. This service
allow local school
would
S839
to
fly
to
Denver.
Murray State University, is now
Without Answers" by Robert H. and the state agriculture com_ - I h 4-to contract at their own
boards
At Reno, two Air Force F",11
for the 1972 ve
Albert appeared in Sales mission from the University of
in rehearsals
manifestatien of Christ by a
-20546, which taus
_expense-foe-_educationah -eery.._
the
into
were
ordered
- - - Ke..te-he Beard-of Trustees.--ftManagement. _ "
star to the Gentiles and the
ices for exceptional childrsn.
during the school's' Golden
also would substitute a layman
sending forth of the light of the
bills
other
those
of
in the Deestablish
—
any
AP)
would
SB36
on
(
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Anniversary.
1. ARE DROPOL'TS actually for the state school chief on
Christian faith, a church
,
of Education a "buThursday.
reappor
partment
only.congreisional
The
Written, performed, and
anti-achievement, If so, why beards of regents tit-other state
spokesman said.
of education for expreserves
reau
which'
bill
tionment
The subcommittee considered
always found schools.
directed by students in the
are they
The pageant was directed by
ceptional children."
the Bluegrass character of the all the redistricting bills Thursdepartment at Murray
lounging in - front of
music
The governor would retain
Father James Wilkinson from
come
has
Ginger has indicated he faDistrict
6th
present
day except the one backed by
monuments?
State, the annual production is
the right to appoint members to
vors placing services for exwithin one vote of approval by Gov. Wendell Ford and in- Trinity Church, Fulton. Stephen
2. Is body language really the
sponsored by local chapters of
Davenport III, Vicir of St.
special
the
in
ceptional children
a House subcommittee.
music
trodtic. ed by Majority Leader John's, directed the reading of
professionaltwo
Last word?
bureau
the
of
of
division
favor
in
education
Thursday
vote
The
John Swinford, D-Cynthiana,
fraternities-Sigfna Alpha Iota
3. True or False: "Adof instruction. Rep. Bart Peak,
the bill sponsored by Rep. who was not at the meeting. the scripture lessons and the
vertising effectiveness cannot
and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia.
of
D-Lexington, co-sponsor
Dwight Wells, D-Richmond, The panel is to meet again burning of the green.
Dr.-Bill Rowlett, well known
Directed by Tom Walker, a
be measured precisely"?
After the service, Mrs.
started out identiwhich
HEW
chairrrian of the subcom- Monday to discuss Swinford's
senior from Greenville, this' eye surgeon from Hopkinsville who is
4. Are phosphates harmful or
Charles
Moore served Ephwas
cal to $B36, said last week he
reapportionment,
plan.
year's production involves a and a native of Murray, son of mittee on
not?
phany cake to those present and
A
needed.
five
the
of
short
one
the
extend
Wells' bill would
5. Are sales promotion
company of about 130 !Rol*, Johh•Rowlett, told members of
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
special'
its
majority of the eight-man sub- 7th District into northern Ken- explained
executives really marketing
Including a 45-voice siIging the Kiwanis Club of his exsignificanee.
beapprove
to
has
committee
Rentof
parts
as
recently
including
a
tucky,
band,
executives?
Zambia
• Murray Chief of Police James
periences in
communications
chorus, a 34-piece stage
Those from Murray takiog
fore any action can be taken.
on and Campbell counties, in- part in the service were John
Or vice versa?
Brown, as well as Murray
12-member dancing chorus, the a representative of the
Madison
of
district
Wells'
stead or the 6th as would be the
Mayer --Whiles tills recently
Murray Men quartet and in- Christian Medical Society at
6. Is concern for a sales
be moved largely case under two of the plans, in- Harcourt, Ed Moore, ,Sam
their regular meeting Thursday County would
received aleller from Mr. Keith
force's motivation a sometime
dividual cast members. Larry
John
Whitruer
entirely from the 6th District cluding Swinford's. The 7th Dis- Smith,
Kappes, spOrts. information
thing'
Stinson, a junior from night at the Murray Woman's or
Elizabeth Whitmer, Alan
Republican-dominated
the
to
trict now is represented by Carl
7. Does "new, new,
director. of Morehead State
Madisonville, is the assistant Clubhouse:_
5th under all three other reap- Perkins,the dean of Kentucky's Moore, Robert VIIiitMer, Ed
Dr. Rowlett, who has many
University. The letter- comRichard Farrell of ,Murray director.
introduced in congressional delegation, while Harcourt, Brett Harcourt, Ben
Walker stated that full friends and relatives in Murray, portionthent bills
mended the police departirierit. has recently been awarded the
Moore, and Mrs. Leonard
far.
thus
House
for action taken to aid the team 'certificate of merit by the West rehearsals for the musucal showed slides and told details of the
Whitmer, organist.
action
take
to
moved
one
No
after a bus breakdown left them Ketitucky
Boating comedy will begin Saturday, the weeks he Spent in this inSafe
chorus, teresting country traiping a
stranded. The letter read as Assoehat:ion. Farrell when the band,
follows:
representell..the U.S. Coast dancers, and cast W111 7 be doctor to ,perform cataract
surgery, Dr. Rowlett ended his
"Morehead State University Guard Auxiliarts Flotilla 274, combined for the first time.
and particularly the varsity and Calloway County in winning
"The show this year (-enters discussion with effective slides
Kentucky
of miracles performed by Christ
basketball team wishes to this award.
Mostly cloudy today arid
during His ministry. Raymond
The West Kentucky '.gafe
tonight with occasional periods express sincere appreciation
Carter introduced Dr. Rowlett.
,for the kind assistance provided Boating Association is made tlia
thundershowfew
a
of rain and
by
The meant% last night had
your
recently
fine
conare
who
departvolunteers
of
ers. Becoming partly cloudy in
ment.
interclubs from both ,Ilephip-•
cerned about safe boating in the
the west on Saturday with decrsville and Mayfield. Kiwanian,s
"The team was returning to Western Kentucky waterways.
easing cloudiness over the rest
the
Hopkinsville included
Inn
last
Holiday
from
Saturday
Safety
Boating
Taylor,
Gene
of the state late Saturday. CoolCharlie Lassiter, layinen of Rowlett, Wilson Henry, Gihn
night after defeating Murray Chairman, Paducah, said that
er today and tonight and beState and our bus became in 1971, for the first time the the United Methodist ChIrch, Pursley, Ellis Underwood, and
coming a little warmer on Satwill be the speaker at the Morton Brashears.. Those 'atdisabled several 'blocks from various agencies dealing with
urday. High today mostly in
morning services on Surplay, tending from Mayfield were
the destieation. Your policemen boating safety combined their
upper
tonight
Low
50s.
lower
January
23, at the Goshen and Howard Wortey, Hoyt Jones, E.
reacted
very
quickly
and
unified
more
a
provide
to
efforts
30s and low 40s. High Saturday
Lynn Grove churches.
R. Vaughn, and Ben Phillips.
arranged
for
for
transportation
service.
effective
and
mid 50s to low 60s.
the team members and for a
Lassiter will speak at the Johnny Bohannon was a guest
Plans have been made to offer
tow truck for the bus.
boating safety lessons in 1972 to GoshenChurch a 9-30 a.m. of Willard Ails and D. B. Henry
Extended Outlook
"The officers were most the ,hunters and sportsmen in and at the Lynn Grove church at was a guest to be with his
Kentucky
Tennessee, Ohio, and eleven agn, in the absen -t of brother Wilson fienry.
Outlook Sunday through Tues- courteous and no doubt helped the
the church minister, Rev 4.
-President Morgan Sisk
day: Chance of showers Mon- keep some of the players from Cumberland Valley.
Lester Sigfried, United States Kesterson, who is a heart pfesided *at the meeting. Dave
day and Tuesday, otherwise becoming ill due to the bitterly
Guard Auxiliary patient at the -Methodist Butler, a student -at Murray
considerable cleudiness. Mild cold weather. Our young flier' Coast
were
very
impressed
and
State University, invited, the
asked
that the-Outboard Hospital,
said
Captain,
Sunday and Monday and a little
the
to
The Sufiday speaker is club
members
cooler Tuesday. Highs Sunday I me to extend a heartful 'thank Motorboating Association „will
and,Monday upper 50s and 60t you' to everyone involved. .
join,with the Red cross, Power director of pupil personnel for preliminary meeting for adults
the last
"Your officers are to be
and on Tuesday in upper 40s
Squadron, and U.S. Coast the Calloway County S00018 of "Spiritual„fievolutiii 'Now"
"TORCH RUNNERS—Runners carrying the Olynic.ffinie start from Hokkaido, Japan. on
4:ernes.
Olympic
Winter
Rh
1
the
during
and low 50s. Lows Sunday and commended. All of us deeply Guard Auxiliary to decrease the and is a member of the Coles which will he held at ?Autrey
burn
will
flame
the
where
Sopporo
ninety miles to
I AP WIrephoto yin cable from Japan
Monday in the 40s,_lovi Tues- appreciate their efficient and boating accident, rate in this Camp GrotinktJalted Methodist State-—during the week of
13.
February
Church.
gentlemanly
conduct."
'
day mid 30s to low 40s.
area.

By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) —
Although outmaneuvered in his
first attempt, a freshman legislator indicated he would try
again today to put his _etk
leagues on record when they
routinely excuse absent mein-

-

Danny Ray Allen
Serving In-Vietnam -

t7illiacker
_
Planning Session
Ransom
Zifithted With
For IS ireno' Is

Continuance Asked
tudAntlawye---Sr--

Seen&Heard
-

the

Episcopal Youth
Take Part, Feast
Of Lights Service

.43un.m.e-rtua_r_al.

Pace Department
Complimented By
Morehead Officials

Dr. Rowlett
Shows Slides'
To Kiwanians
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...TfirklY.ea
—riAgOlsodair
TIMES FDA
ehristopher-was- named "Kiwailian of the Year 1-1961" dining a recent meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club. Officers of the club are Josiah Darnall, R.Y. Northen, Zane Cunningham, and Charles Coleman.
Bids on the proposed lift station for the City of Murray were
taken at the meeting of the City Coune.il. held January 19 with-.
Mayor Pro-tern Leonard Vaughn presiding.
-Cofficers-of-liw-Calleeray-Qoanty High-Sebeel-Debate-teams-ar
Randy Patterson,Charles H. Paschall, Dan McDaniel,and Ken C.
Imes.
Mr.and Mrs. Earl Jones of New Orleans, La.,are the parents-of a baby girl, Larenda Ann,,teorn December U.

--

10-Yearg--Ago-Today-,

Deaths reported are Mrs. Alemda Skaggs, age 68, Joe Dick
"
-Mrs-.Dori
age-Mrall on Januar)
,

---IETTEAS

Murray Fire Chief W.O. Spencer has been made District
Supervisor of the Stgte Fire Marshall's office in Western Ken._
lucky. Paul Lee has named Murray Fire Chief and Mac Wayne
.

Dear Editor,
The Murray Calloway Cnty
JsyCsea wish to thank t1iind
people of Murray and Calloway
County and others for their
generous donations to the
roadblock sponsored by our
organization on December 12.
A - total of 8504.16 was
collected, and this amount,
together with funds from the
club's treasury, was used to
purchase 38 Christmas baskets
for distribution to some of the
le& fortunate families in this
area. Club members made up
the baskets containing a variety
of food stuffs, and delivered
then on Thursday, Dec. 23.
ti- We also wish to thank the
_following • MerthanIs for their
contributions:- Liberty Food
Mkt., Johnson' Food Mkt.,
Storeys Food Mkt., Krogers
Food Md., Colonial Bread Co.
cooperation
kind
The
received in making This possible
is sincerely appreciated.

f Rev. H.L. Hardy, missionary to Chile, was the speaker at the
Sunday evening services at the First Baptist Church.
Members of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club presented a program at the meeting of the Matinee Music
Club of Paris, Tenn., this week.
Go On You Two

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Go on you two,
A sandy haired boy
Shadowed by his dog,
Exploring the mysteries
Of darkest forest,
And path filled fields.

• For what is a man profited, if he shall gain the whole world, and
lime his own soul? or what shall a man give in exchange for his
lime—Matthew l6:26.
This balance-sheet reveals everyman's estimate of his true net
worth.

Isn't It The Truth!
Cart RH**
The smartest people are those who understand
necessity and bow to deal with it; so give me a man
who will fight when he has to and who, when he has
to, will run—the other way.
"Men would be cowards If they had courage
enough"
—Thomas Fuller tiO'Gnomologia"

Go on you two,
In your private world
Of giants and battles,
- And times unexplored,
0 Unafraid together,
Each trusting the other.

THE
FAMILY LAWYER
Bullv In The Family
Sixteen-year-old Teddy had a
aa.sty habit. He would coax
younger children into secluded
places, then beat them up. Finally. the father of one of the
victims filed a damage suit
against Teddy's parents.

But in court, they denied liability.
. 'The mere fact that be isour
ton," 'they argued, "does not
poke us automatically responsible for everything he does. We
:never encouraged him t4 beat
41111Y•oe- ola,"
if tthe
heycoulta
rtii.
cloonme.yeuri en,couru
: B batiged
e Teddy, they. had never

,playing football in the street
overran the curb and knocked
down a passing pedestrian.
In short order, the pedestrian
sued the boy's parents, claiming
they should not have allowed
him to play in the street. But
the court said such tight discipline by parents is just not
customary in this day and age.
"Strict control of children is
today so rare," said the court,
"that its absence is no indication
of a lack of reasonable care."

HAZARDOUS BED
VICTORVILLE, Calif. (UPI)
—A teen-age boy who apparently crawled into a trash bin to
sleep was rudely awakened
Wednesday.
Trash collector William Cope
said he drove up to a local
supermarket, hitched the bin to
his truck, dumped it in and
drove away.
Then he heard a yelp and the
boy's bead pepped out of the- rubbish.
The head was quickly followed by. the rest of the boy,
who jumped from the truck and
ran away, Cope said. ,

EDFFOR

Go on you two,
Guided by imagination,
Guided by scents,
With your separate steps,
Which for now
Leads in the same direction.

Charles E. Tubbs,
Chairman Basket Program
Murray Calloway
-COurity Jaycees.

Go on you tiro,
Spirits hand in hand,
Uncluttered with knowledge,
That soon you part.
The first pain for one,
The first pain for the other._
Goon you two,
The world is yours,
To smell and see,
All else lies still,
For now waiting, waiting,
For dog and boy.
—Tom Perkins

A Snowbird
A snowbird, a snowbird—
I saw you last night,
Your tail is so shiny .
Your eyes are so'bright
You came to the window
To we the fire light;
A tired, weary traveler
From a long dreary night

glad

Come shae thE
tidings
Come share the Yule joy—.
And sing with the children
This glad winter's morn.
Elizabeth Tidwell Bunchman

court decided they had shirked
:their duty as parents, and would
Dec.13,1971
;therefore have to pay the claim.
; Parents who are overly per:missive may find themselves in
troun,
hey
-homes, in their .prenent state,
:tolerate a dangerous habit in
will sell for between $4,500
'111eir child, they can usually be
and $6,000 each.
:head legally liable for the cooRenovation loans
:sequences.
But it is a matter of degree.
HUD will then make
Housing
OAKLAND,
and
Calif.
Urban
(UPI)
,While the law says parents must
renovation loans at 3 per cent, ;
Development Department
:try to curb the child, it does not — Oakland hopes to restore
averaging $13,000 forme unit
block
after block of old elegant
IHUDI want to restore 50
:insist on success. Take this case:
homes and up to a maximum blocks of the homes.
. Chuckle, age five, liked. to Victorian homes and tempt
of $26,000 for duplexes.
The bank is committing $1'
:toss rocks at his playmates. To middle class families to give up
_Bill Buford, ag8ncy
'deter him, his parents fried the suburbs and return to the
million to the project.
plinner, said the homes "vary
:everything from scoldinT to sky.
"It's a new way of life for
in some unique way from each
'spankings-L.-all to no avail
The homes were built
the people who now live here,"
other."
But this time, when a damage shortly after the turn of the
said John B. Williams, head of ; "When
they were rust
suit wes •_-torought. against the century and were -originally
the redevelopment **essay. '-built," he said," they were
,parents. the court held them owned by the old
"And if residents from the
Oakland
Sea
probably all. white.
blameless. Saying they had done
outer suburbs decide on
their beat, the court observed Merchant-Society. Sere still
"What we've tried to do as
bear
the
buying property and -moving
remnano of that
'That they could scarcely be exa finishing touch to the
pected to keep Chuckie under' seafaring way of life, having -in-, we-w~ as though we've
renovations, is repaint them in
spires. rounded windows and
done our job."
- - •
lock and key
an outstanding manner,
Homeowners can buy the
staircaseii. •
Furthermore, standards of die- meet
utilising. the 'extreme sr.
- Tripline may change with the
Fargo Hank;sha :peoparty *um- Oro agetwy -Art-eitisrar
detail to our adtimes. In ,another case, a boy Oakland:...Redevelopment
through's first mortgage froth
vantage."
•
RirEyr and the Federal
the' bank. Williams said the

New plan tostart
back to.city, move

Dear Editor;
Another Holiday Season has
come and gone, and all of us
here at-Western'State- Hospttal
are thinking of the many friends
from our entire forty-two
county area of Western Kentucky, who contributed so much
to make our Christmas4the best
one ever. Each year, we think
that our Christmas could not be
nicer, and then, the neXt year
you do extra things for us that
makes our season even more
meaningful. We wish that we
could thank each of you personally.
Every patient enjoyed your
generous gifts, the special
parties and entertainment
which made this season a very
special time for us. Again this
year, every patient received
personalized gifts on Christmas
Eve. These gifts started
arriving at the hospital in October and continued to arrive
every day until Christmas.
The concern for the patients,
which has been demonstrated
again this year by our friends in
the community, has been very
heart-warming to all of us here
at the hospital; for the happiness you brought would not be
possible through our efforts
alone. You have the sincere
gratitude of all of our hospital
family and staff. We wish you
all the Joys of the Holiday
Season, and know that these
joys have been increased by
your thoughtfulness for others.
Cordially,
(Mrs.) Charlotte Blackwelder
Director of Volunteer Services
NEARING NEXT WEEK
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Senate subcommittee on children and youth will hold a
hearing next week on "crib
death' —a mysterious malady
which kills at least 10,000
infants each year.
Several parents who have
found their otherwise healthy
children deed in their‘cribs
-frorn 'the sickness were scheduled to be called as witnesses.

in all cases, read the label carefully before you buy
Until you have acquired the
necessary experience to choose
properly and without changing
the recommendation to ask and
to read labels, the following
Information should be helpful;
Polyvinyl acetate, the white
glue that usually comes in plastic containers, dries fast,
doesn't stain and holds very
well with papqr, cardboard,
leather, wood and some other
materials provided the strain
on the joint will not be too
heavy.

Last Year

-
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A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR'

A thought for today: President Harry Truman said, "The
responsibility of the great
states is to serve and not
dominate the world."

Noise Standards Set
LOS ANGELES ( AP) —
County supervisors have ordered strict enforcement of a
new state law setting noise
standards at airports.
"Probably the worst airport
In America is Los Angeles International Airport," Supervisor Kenneth Hahn said Tuesday. "It's outrageous that
we've allowed it to exist this
long."
He said a law signed by Gov.
Ronald Reagan Dec. 13 requires airports to install noise
monitors if the county finds
they have noise problems. Beginning Dec. 1, 1972, violators
will be fined $1,000 a day, Hahn
said.
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Two Indian officials at the
center were fired Monday night
for "failure to cooperate with
the administration of the
program schedules, staff meetirj,gs, referral policies and
resident guidelines."
The program-4 original purpose was to help area Indians
with drinking_ problems.
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INDIAN PROTEST
SPOKANE, Wash. (UPI)—
Indians wearing feather headdresses marched in front of the
Spokane Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Teepee House
Wednesday to protest an
employe change.
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Modern adhesives are far suMortality in the United States
perior to those used in Grandwas slightlY lower in 1971 than
pa's day. But. like paints, they
in 1970,.
won't produce good results if
the surfaces to be joined are
They estiznate qte national
properly prepared.
death rate for 1971 to have been
To make a strong bond, an
about 9.3 per 1,000 population.
adhesive must "wet" the -Air
This is the 24th year in sueface; that is, it must spread
cession
in which a death rate
easily in a thin layer and not
below 10 per 1,000 population
form droplets or tiny balls.
was registered in this country.
Since almost any substance inThe 1971, death rate from
terferes with
wetting,'' it
diseases of the heart, which are
must be thoroughly removed
currently responsible for nearly
before the adhesiye
Strong woodworking joints two-fifths of all deaths in this
This includes moisture, wax, oil
and grease. In fact, it's a-good can- be obtained with casein country
was virtually the
idea to take off anything on the glue, a -ponder which is mixed, same as a year ago. The rate for
surface. even,...if juei. think or with water. It fills in voids well the ischemic type of
heart
know that the adhesive adheres and must be clamped while dry- disease, mainly coronary,
inItig
Plastic
resin
glue
also
rewell to it. Example: most ad-creased by less than 1 percent
hesives cling strongly to the quires clamping, must be used
oxide and scale on metal. yetit_...-__When the temperature is more compared with 1970.
The mortality rate from
Is only a question of time before than 65 degrees and will not
. 'stain woods that have an acid cancer; which is second only to: --_the bond %Till become loose
" One reason why it is difficult content, such as mahogany and heart disease as a cause ot
death, showed very little
to find all-purpose adhesives is oak.
Resta 1... ot -glue writea id-two Change in 1971, ckwrifesi Map'I
that tizey Strbr"eure" in -different ways. Some become ex- parts that must be mixed, is percent compared with 1970.
tremely hard, but brittle; some waterproof. resists oil and most But, the indications are that
-become hard to the touch- yet solvents and is -generally used there was some further inare actually flexible; and some for outdoor projects, such as crease in the
death rate from
remain soft and rubbery. Since boat repairs.
cancer
the
respiratory
of
excellent
Contact cement is
different materials require
vittyrnt setting qiialitieS.--the when the material will not be system.
Diabetes mortality was
selection of the right adhesive clamped while drying. After it
determines the strength and has been applied, it must be slightly lower and the rate for
allowed to-dry-to the touch be- cirrhosis of the liver declined by
durability of the joint.
How can you determine the fore the parts are joined. Makes about 1.5 percent., •
-right glue-far the job? It4If -a strong- bond" especially • on The mortality raiwirom in- _
waod-and•plasticlam inateyOrnave nacrco
flueintead—plietuicota;
- --which ---'
Epoxies are exceptionally often varies appreciably
siderable experience with adfrom
hesives But- you can assure strong. They are good when year to year, is estimated for
yourself a reasonable chance of used on either similar or dis- 1971
at about 27 per 100,000, or
making the right choice if you similar materials if you select
Mt percent below that in
About
Shrink
protitflyTie.
the
They
discuss it with the dealer and,
.
very little during the curing 1970.
Provisional data indicate that
period.
There are many other vari- the number of motor vehicle
The Almanac
eties, among them animal accident fatalities in 1971 was
By United Press International
glues, urea resins, plastic, rub- approximately the same as that
Today is Friday, Jan. 21, the ber, silicones and vegetable in 1970. The death toll from all
glues. Don't assume that you types of accidents combined
21st day of 1972.
is
The moon is nearing its first can't find the kind you need for also likely to be about the same
a -special purpose. It's on the
quarter.
as in 1970. And,there was some
lbe morning stars are market even if you,don't come further increase in the homicide
across it in the first place you
Mercury and Jupiter.
try. But whatever kind you pur- rate during 1971.
The evening stars are Venus, chase, remember that you will
Infant mortality, which had
Mars and Saturn.
be disappointed in the results if registered a record low of 19.8
Those born on this day are the surfaces are not cleaned per 1,000 births in 1970, was
under the sign of Aquarius.
thoroughly.
somewhat lower in 1971 and
Civil War Gen. Thomas
may establish a new record
(Advice
on
solving
35
home
Jonathan Jackson, known as
repair problems is contained in low—around 19 per 1,000. The
"Stonewall Jackson," was born Andy Lang's handbook.
"PraC- infant mortality rate declined in
Jan. 21, UM—
tieal -l4orne--Repairs 4'1101111117. the United States by about 25
On this day in history:
can be obtained by sending
percent from 1961 to 1971, more
In 1861 Jefferson Davis this newspaper in care of Box S, than twice that for the pervious
resigned from the United States Teaneek, N.J. 07666.)
period 1951 to 1961.
Senate, 12 days before Mississippi seceded from the Union.
In 1908 New York City
enacted the Sullivan Ordinance
which called smoking by
women illegal.
Tonita thru Tue.
Ton!!.
In 1954 the first atiaepowered submarine,the
JAMES TAYLOR IS THE DRIVER
lus," was launched at Groton,
WARREN OATES IS GTO
Corm,
In 1968 a U.S. Air Force 1352
LAURIE BIRD IS THE GIRL
carrying four nonexpladva hydDENNIS WILSON IS
rogen bombs crashed oft
MICEANIIC
Greeidand. -- In 1970 Peru seised a US.
tuna fishing boat and released
TWO-LANE BLACKTOP
It the next day after exacting a
IS THE PICTURE
fine for Invasion of Peru's 200mile "territorial waters."
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Mrs. K. T. Crawford was
hostess for the meeting of the
North Murray Homemakers
Club held on Friday, January
14, at one-thirty o'clock in the
afternoon at her lovely home on
Hamilton Avenue.
The lesson on "Warranties'
blld Guar-attee-s"viiiyfisectecT
by Mrs. Bernice Boyd and Mrs.
Charlie Crawford, who said
before buying a product persons
'Should always read the
By Abigoil Van Buren
guarantee and understand the
coverage. Much interest , was
shown concerning the lesson
l19 1 lives at home and goe,s_to..
•
DEAR ABU: Our_Inni
boy and well liked. He's the
and- a grater - isenssinn
a local college. Dick is a
youngest of six children and 'we -live in a large home with
followed.
five bedrooms.
• Mrs. Angie Gibbs gave the
Nearly every night-we have one or more of Dick's buddevotion reading from . the
dies staying here. Some just ring the bell, whether Dick ii
fourth chapter of Ephesisum
home or not, and we have weiComed them.
follOwed by the reading of one of
But how about couples? Whey always say they're marher favorite poems. She closed
ried.]
with prayer.
We love our son and wanthis friends to be welcome here,
The president, Mrs. John
but we don't want our hitMe turned into a motel substitute,
Workman, presided. Mrs.
and we certainly don't want unmarried kids sleeping togethCharlie Crawford called the roll
er on our premises.
,
which was answered by ten
_
DICKS FOLKS__
.What..do you think,
Stella Furches. Subjects for
Couples
Married
[unless
they are visitDEAR FOLKS:
study for the coming year were
ing from oat of tows] &tidal have to bed down at your
Miss Marian Katherine O'Neill
discussed.
place.. I also agree that you shouldn't provide sleeping
Refreshments of prune cake
quarters for catlike whom marital status is in question.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. O'Neill, Jr., of New Canaan, Conwhich whipped cream and
necticut, announce the engagement of their eldest daughters
coffee_ were served bMrs... --Marian-Katiteriner-te- Teddy Ray Clawkraon Qt--Mr.--and _Mrs.
DEAR AltRy.
:1-ankptanning-mywedding and-my
Crawford and Mrs. Furches.
Kenneth R. Clark of Murray.
. is giving me a hard time. She doesn't like the wording on
The next meeting will be held
The bride-elect is the granddaughter,of Mrs.J.A. O'Neill, Sr.", of
my wedding invitation because her name is not on it, but
on Friday, February 11, at 1:30
New Orleans, La., and the late Mr. O'Neill, and Mrs. W.R. Arm: my father's is.
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Angie
Strong of Austin, Texas,and the late Mr. Armstrong. She is a 1968
My parents are divorced and I am living With my father.
-Gibbs, 1641, Farmer Avenue, graduate of St. Anne's School-In Charlottesville...Va., and is
In a book of etiquet it says that when the parents of the -prfantly a smiler atlittiattetilirTInlversttrmajOrillrlirnaratrig.
bride are divorced, the wedding invitation is issued by the
parent with whom the bride lives.
She will receive her BS. degree in May and is a member of the
I have shown this to my mother, but she insists that__I am
Chi Omega social sorority.
not LIVING with my father. My father owns apartments
Mr.Clark is the grandson of Mr.and Mrs. RoberIN. McCuiston
and I have an aosetmeat..in .his..building,--but he-doesn't
of MOM and the late Mr. and Mrs.CA t Clareof Tv,rutrat He
charge me rent, gas or electricity, so I am living OFF him,
graduated -from Murray High School in the class of 1963 and
right? So isn't that the same as living WITH him?
_received his B.S. degree from Murray State University in 1967'
WEDDING WOES
where he majored in chemistry. Mr. Clark has just completed his
DEAR WOES: No. Ia the case of divorced parents, it's
The Murray-Calloway County ' second year at Vanderbilt University where lie is working toward
the Ph.D degree in chemistry.
not OFF whom the Midi !yes. but WITH whom. And since
Shrine Club held its regular
The wedding is planned for March 25.
you don't live with either parent, it would be less awkward
meeting at the Voodmen of the
to use BOTH their names on the wedding invitation, or
World Hall on Saturday,
neither.
January 15. A family style
_
dinner, catered bY Southside
DEAR ABBY: My tin and his wife just had a darling
Restaurant, was served at
Mrs. R. L. Wade, formerly of
baby boy, and when I delve by their place, I get a longing
six thirty o'clock in the evening..
to see the baby, so I stop in for a few minutes when I know
Jack Persall, presided and 1616 Main Street, is now a
the baby will be awake. announced that Mr. and Mrs.' patient at the Resthaven, 300
Well, one day my daughter in law said, "I wish ybu
Milton Jones were celebrating North Bellview, Memphis,
Three students of the Special
would
call before you Mame."
Tenn.,
38104.
She
was
trananniversary.
wedding
their 31st
Education Class'at the Murray
The next time I tidied, she said, "I was just going out
They were presented with a sferred recently from the Middle School were Named
the door when you call.' so don't come over now."
beautifully decorated . cake by Westview Nursing Home here. with a party in celebration of
Then I said, "I just wanted to leave the baby's suit I
gift
of
Klapp,
a
..Mrs. Norman
their birthdays - IJanuary on -...ffriisbed.kilitting," so whet's' ald, "Okay, Come on."
Graham Bibb of Murray 'Tuesday, January 1.7.,
Mr. and Mrs. Klapp and Mr.
Abby:when I got there ten minutes later she wasn't even
'Route Two has been dismissed
and Mrs. Persall.The honored persons were
dressed, and the baby 'IVO still in his nightie, so she
Lourdes
was
enjoyed from
Hospital, Valerie Curry, Walter Payne,
-Dancing
couldn't have been going out the door when I called. I was
following the dinner and Paducah.
and Mark Russell, all students
heartsick.
meeting.
About a week late . I stopped by withotit phoning first
Mrs. Genella Lawrence has in Mrs. Earl Warford's class.
Those present were -Messrs
Each one of the students was
and
she greeted me with, "Didn't I ask you to call first?
returned
from
a
visit
with
her
and Mesdames Jack Persall,
Next time I won't let you in!"
son, John Padgett and family, presented with a decorated
Milton Jones, Norman Klapp,
birthday cake and a special
What should I do?
HEARTSICK
Don Robinson, Freed Cotham, and her daughter, Mrs. Mildred gift.
Browning
and
family
of
FrankJohn L. Williams, Robert
DEAR HEARTSICK: Make it a practice to always teleCake and punch were served
Norcross,William Moffett,Tom fort. She also visited her to the class members and their
phone before _you drop in. Your daughter law is obviously-,
a very inhospitable girl. And a most unfeeling one, to boot.
Van Vector, R. C. Jones, brother, D. Y. Dunn and Mrs. teacher.
But since she is so insistent that you call first, abide by her
Glenard Helms, &Ise' Beale, Dunn of Lexington while away
The parties are sponsored
wishes.
and Louis Collins; Messrs
When exiting from a car each month by • the Theta
David Cooper and Woodrow on a road with heavy traffic. Department of the 'Murray
Dunn. Mrs. Pearl Moffett was a always try to use the door on Woman's Club. Mrs., James
DEAR ABBY:."Three Time Loser" said, "I gave h:m the
the _curhae..__
best years of my life."
_
1). Mikitcik,
Well, If they were the best years of HER life, surely flE
and Mrs. Jules Harcourt of the
must have had something to do with making them sci
Theta Department planned and
After being married 25 years, my husband :left rm.
directed the party on Tuesday.
Altho I am unhappy without him, -I'm thank/tit that 111-:
Where can you obtain upgave me the hest years of MY life. I only wish I could hnve

Miss Deborah Anne Tabers Becomes Bride- Murray High FHA
Of Pfc. Roger Dale Dick In Ceremony At Group Hears Talk
By Willard Ails
The Coldwater Church Of Christ
The Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
its Monthly meeting in the high
school library on Thursday,January 13, at six-thirty o'clock
lathe evening.
Willard Ails, chairman of the
County -Council--sir:,Drug Education and pharmacist at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, was the guest
speaker.
During his discussion on
"Drug Abuse",Alls said there LS
Ada tilrug-Aa persona-take,.
them to make them feel the way
they want - to feel. He said a
persons turns to drugs in an
effort to nu a void or heed in
his life, and not being able to
cope with the day'l problem. He
closed by saying each one
.
!Mould have concern for others
and be a good example byt;
living a Christian life daily.
Miss Gail Russell, president,
opened the meeting with the.,
•

Son_ turning home
into a motel

P

•

otis'.

Pfc. and Mrs. Roger Dale Dick
- Amidst a lovely setting of
flowers and candelabra at the
coldwatet
4—ChtiAL
Miss Deborah Anne Tabers,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joshua.H. Tabers, Sr., of
Farmington Route One, was
married to 14c. Roger Dale
Dick, son Of Mrs. Hilda Dick
and the late Elvis lee Dick of
Murray Route One.
Bro. Richard Adams off:Mak& at the .dmible rip&
ceremony read at seven o'clock
in the evening on Friday,

December 31. A program of
nuptial music was presented.
The ceremony was read as
the wedding party stood in
front of the white wrought iron
arch centered . with an
arrangement
of
white
chrysanthemums and white
satin bows. Two baskets of
white mums and gladioli were
placed on white floor standards
on each side of the arch.
Greenery and ferns added to the
decoration for the altar.

Students, Special
Education Class
Honored At Party

to,date first aid information.
Try the local chapter of the
Red Cross.

given him the best years of HIS life.
This reads a little Pollyanna-ish, but I'm telling it like it
is. Thanks for listening
MARY

Monday, January 24
Saturday, Janutry 22
The Luther Robertson School
A bake sale will be held in PTA has cancelled its meeting
front of the-Dees Bank of Hazel for this month.
starting at 8:30 a.m., sponsored
by the Beta Club of Hazel
The Blood River Baptist
School.
Association WMU will have its
at the Cherry

...gAAJtcd

The Alpha Department of the quarterly meeting
Murray Woman's Club will Corner Baptist Church- starting
Lewis will
have its luncheon meeting at the at ten a.m. David
his,wOrld
mission
trip.
speak
on
club house at noon with Mrs.'
J.I. Hosick, Miss Cappie Beale, Persons are asked to bring a
Mrs. Edwin Larson,.Mrs John Sackitinch.
J. Livesay, and Mrs. Harry
The Adult. Great
Conley as hostesses.
Discussion will meet
•
County
Calloway
Mr.and Mrs. Terry Lawrinte Library at seven p.m.
will have open hedse at their,

LiO %

home at 1503 Itelmont Drive,
from five7-fb eight p.m in
celebration of their oltien
welding

ex,
cd-40
R42 <LA,,cizzi qo
!612k JeteAtta)Wit-gait ,tie,)
wt,oa
1111-v1111`-''t.ti,--a

(4A.1 2t;1412%

anniversary

*lends and relatives are invited.
Sunday, January 23
Mr. and Mrs. W. El l'.irker
will celebrate their i,elcien
wedding anniversary with an
open house at their home at 809
Poplar Street, •Murray , from
two to 4:30 p.m.
The Mothers' March f• -the
March of Dimes wilttb. -ernpleted during"the coinin, week.

r
CeN*.

Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, milt lovely in her
floor length wedding gown of
white chiffon and lace designed
and made by the bride and her
mother. The gown featured a

wore a light green two piece suit
wjth black patent actr.azo,ins.
They both had white cariation
142411110-3:
The groom's grandmother,
Mrs. Virgie Dick, was attired in
a navy blue dress trimmed In
red and white. Her atcessories
were -navy-and she had a corsage of white carnations.
_Misses Jennifer and Patricia
Tabers.,alsosisters-ofthe bride,
kept, the register at the table
overlain VIII While lace'coVer
pink and centered with a bud
vase of pink -rosebuds. The
guests signed with a pink plume
pen.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
bride's parents were hosts for
the reception held at - their
home.
.
The bridal's table was overlaid
with. a lace cloth and crystall
appointments were used to
serve the' pink punch and the
two tiered wedding cake topped
with a bride and groom
statuette.
Mrs. N.L. Frazier and Miss
Donna Tabers, also sisters of
the bride, presided at the punch
bowl and served the cake.
The couple left later for a
short wedding trip with the
bride wearing a pink double knit

lace fitted bodice with round
neckline and a full gathered
skirt with appliques of lace and
beads on the hem, sleeves and
skirt. Her floor length veil was
attached to a -liara of crystal
beads and satin leaves.- Her only jewelry was a
crystal' necklace. She carried a
4.onquet of miniature white
carnations and pink rosebuds
with greenery.
fiondwo-Taberersisterthe bride, was the maid of honor
, and, her only attendant. She
wore a floor length gown of
shocking pink satin .designed
with an empire waist line, bell
sleeves, round neckline, and
crocheted daisies on the top of
the bodice. Her veil was attached to a pink bow in her hair.
She carried a bouquet of pink
with , velvet
carnations
streamers.
The best man for Pfc. Dick
who is with a replacement unit
at Fort Bragg, N.C., was Pfc.
Donald Wayne Dick with the
92nd Air Borne Division at Fort
Bragg. The men wore their
dress uniforms for the wedding.
Mrs.Tabers chaSe to wear for
her daughter's edding a'pink
bonded wool dress with beige
shoes. The groom's mother

Mrs Fulkerson Is
Program Leader At
'Elm Grove Meet

The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have its meeting at the
club house at 9:30 a.m.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Ken Adams, Dan Harrell, M. C.
Garrott, Don L. Fuqua, Donald
L. Story, and Paul Lynn.
Tuesday, January 25
The Omicron Alpha Chapter
of the Tau Phi Lambda sorority'
will have its pledge ceremony at
Captain's Kitchen at -6:30 pin

Kenneth Jay Lane believes
strongly in necklaces for the
Los Index Tabajara, duo- coming season. He likes them
high to fill in an open neckline or
guitarists, will pre,, rit a worn.ji st below a high topline:
program at the Murra SLite' long over the shirtwaist or high
University auditorium -o 2 30 turtle top. Good necklace
p.m: This event is sporrkor4 by.. esmbiriations of He/ and silve-r.
the Murray Civir Music or silver alone. are other
favorites.
Association.

The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church held
its program meeting at the
church on Thursday, January
13, at one-thirty o'clock in the
afternoon.
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson was in
charge of the program on the
theme, "Family Crises". The
hymn,"Hope of the World" was
sung by the group.
Names of the missionaries on
tht. prayer calendar were read .
by Mrs_ Fulkerson and prayer
was by 1MM. Hilda Maupin.
Mrs. Charles Burkeen,
president, presided. Mrs. Alvin
Futrell read the minutes 'and
Mrs. Harry Shekel' gave the
treasurer's report
Other
reports by the chairmen were
given.
-Also -present for the meeting
welt:, Mrs. Albert Crider,;Mrs.
Earl Lee, and Mrs. Alfred -Keel.,

roll call and minutes were by
Miss Patsy Fitts. A relaxer was,'
led by Miss Connie Lawson,
recreational leader.
-The meeting was closed Indy"' -the Chapter Creed. Mrs. Say
Crass and Mrs. Lucy Lilly were
the advisors present for the
meetini.

dress with matching accessories. •
Pfc. Dick has returned to Fort
Bragg, N.C. Mrs. Dick is employed at Roses Department
Store, Murray.

'STOP
'FLAPPING
YOUR WINGS'
YOU KNOW
CNICKENS

'mks,HAVE
TWO
LE(61

*T-0 • ME ID _
BURGER QUEEN
BURGER QUEEN'S
10-PIECE BUCKET
OF CifICKEN HAS
THREE LEGS'
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• NEW YORK (AP)- Evonne injury-riddled American team who shattered
five_ world
Goolagong, who upset defend- when, as the youngest girl ever -freestyle
records, 1161
/
2 votes;
ing champion Margaret Court to play in the British-American Latin Batigh;
Long peach, Cato become the youngest woman classic, she defeated Winnie lif. at 16 the youngest
ever to
to win the Wimbledon_ singles Shaw and Virginia Wade.
win the U.S. Amateur golf
tennis title in 12 years, was
Billie Jean, 27, Athlete of the championship, 60 votes, and
named Woman Athlete of the Year in 1967, was an activist in Anne-Marie Proell, 17-year-old
Year by The Associated Press the movement to upgrade the World Cup Alpine
ski champion
today.
status of women's tennis in from Austria, 40 votes.
The Australian teen-ager- America. She was so successful • Miss Goolagong, one of eight
_iu_st_ one iponth _sii_y_er 20th in the inau_gur0 .year o(the children of a sheepshearer end
birthday when she scored women's own professional -ten- the granddaughter
of an Aboristraight set victories over Billie nis circuit that she became the gine, was only three months
Jean King in the semifinals and first of her sex to win more older thap Maria
Bueno when
Mrs. Court, also an Australian, than $100,000 in a single season. the Braiilian won in 1959.
in the championship round-reKathy Whitworth, winner of Evonne was introduced to tenceived 249 votes from a nation- the award in 1965 and 1966, was ins at the age
of two when her
wide panel of sports -writers- fourthiw the-balloting with 120 family riiived'
to" Barellan in
and broadcasters.
votes. Miss Whitworth, a 32- the sweltering wheatlands west
Chris.Evert of Fort Lauder- year-old Texan, is the all:time of Sydney.
dale, Fla., another teen-ager money winner on the women's
Miss Goolageng, who sucwho burst intilenriiichsnion- professional golf circuit with
ship circles, was second with nearly $350,000. This year, she ceeds (.11 Cheng, the California
165,2 votes and Mrs. -King of was mailed the LPGA's Player track star who is a native of
Long Beach, CAUL was a close of the Year -and received the -Taiwan, as the AP's Athlete of
third with 161.
the Year; is the first foreigner
Vare Trophy.
Miss Evert,-/Or -pulled out a -'-Olfters receivilig--seotes were to tattle the title since AustralWightman Cup victory for the . _ Shine Gould, the 15-year-old ian swimmer Dawn Fraser won
pion it in 1962.
)
Thursday's College Basketball Australian swimming cham
By The Associated press

LOS ANGELES (AP; - Forced the big names out of the
George Young says he'd like to sport and pushed track and
compete in the 1972 Olympic field farther and flirther into
Games but if he does, he'll run the background."
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
_
Willie Long, who usually
without wearing the patch of
Young,'the American record •
a
the Amateur Athletic Union of !iMeçat two miles said what doesn't even get to play very
the United States.
fle MU needs most is a pro- much, got to play hero ThursYoung kicks off his 15th seaday
r --SOIF-11T-IlitLirlialkilifir-Irliat
night.____trig7-11 4
-rookle-011earAAU 'needs
be
play became a bit ragged in the
By MIKE BRANDON
tonight when he takes on five straightened out. For years and New Mexico, came off the
final six minutes of competition
ether stirs in a two-mile run at years they've been promoting bench to score 25 points and
Date McCuiston and Phil
Coach John Hina's Murray
the Sunkist Indoor Games. their organization instead of grab 14 rebounds as the FloridMiller-sCONGI 13 points a piece
nigh
Frosh
picked
up
their
first
When he takes thei.track, he'll promoting the sport.
ians defeated the Pittsburgh
win of the season last night by to Pace the scoring attack for
be representing George Young,
Condors 138-120.
"For example,
take
this
Sunkatkez.
caw Gram..Ariz._ • +40614heet.
Ai.Flibikenrthe pre. , umberAmerican 1-4a,,,thsall ._....trouncieg visitlet.Renton 52-36. Murray. Miller controlled the
boards-fee-47-tebounds, a- key
Nle`McC
—
ufston Svasried
"I haven't worn the AAU moter who was barred by the Association games, Kentucky
.
in the lopsided margin of
factor
patch in a year and I don't in- MU a few years ago, puts to- edged Virginia 118-115, the New foot juniper at the outset of the victory.
young
and
tend to wear it again," said gether 'a. great meet that'll ' York Nets niPPed Carolina 124- nzadeat,L — the
Tigers
Eli Alexander turned in a
122 and Indiana sqtreaked- by - --aeller way"-hark,running -the good-&SIP 14)ttiOritig 10-points
--vvonr- ----' '---- - - ""'"'- "'probably belt-sellout.
lead to as muctias 23 points at
"Their organization is so poor
"Why? . Because he got one Memphis 109-107.
and grabrani nine rebounds.
Long has spent most of his °ne-tt
•)n so many ways and the ath-' good race-Jim Ryun versus
• Brad Barnett just. missed
Murray
its
11-7
stretched
first
_Iet...es_seffer because of it. It's Kip Keino. That's what the rookie season on the bench. The
double figural finishing the
Floridians already have a ca- quarter 'advantage' to 22-14 at evening with eight markers.
,
people want to see."
.
intermission
and
in
Br
final
Young said the AAU hasn't Pable veteran to play the pivot
-4001111146
half the bilanc
4--refrort-V'the
Moves . -hinder_e.d_ _hi; training qr. per- in Ira "the Large" Harp.
7 7 7 15-36
Benton
took
leanin•
tali
an
its
But Harge felt sick during Tigers
formances-"they just haven't
11 19 11-52
Murray
picked
up
their
Murray
the first quarter against Pittshelped a bit,"
Benton(
Past New York
36)-Morris
4, Ham
biggest lead of the game at the
`1The AAU has the inter. burgh-and Long was ready to
11, Myers 2, Johnson 4, Owens
mark
period
of
.
the.
2:06
as
third
- Connie Hawkins ba, the kiwi - •j
sanction and they keep' MP in.
13 and Derrington -2.
Lafayette 95, Albright 71
of moves basketball fans love that sanction because they per." Virginia Coach Al Bianchi Eli Alexander scored on a
Murray (52)-McCuiston 13, La Salle 59, American U. 53
Tigers
put
the
tip-in
beautiful
to
understandably
was
din'
'So watch- IN also has the gear" petuate themselves."
on top 39-16. The-stanza ended Miller 13, Alexander 10, Barnett Tem* re, St. John's,
ing ability- opposing players"
*Young said corege and uni- aPPninted at his team's loss, with the locals holding a 41-21 8, Buchannan 3, Wilson 3, 65
aren't LOO crazy about.
f
which. _chipped the Squires
1
thl
' et-sit
"
Stewart 2, Shelton, Williams. aelleyney St.117; Uflcoln 90r--.- The 6-foot-8 Phoenix Suns' help from thsir organizations" eight games back of the ColaReserves saw much action as Moore and Witherington.
South
_
-Georgia Tech 94, Tulane 78
Washthgton-/Ot,--VM1
to Held
"(nicks in a 130-109 Suns' victo- and Field Federation. But, he picked up the night before by
•
82
- E, Carol. 19, Appalchian St.-in
Basketball
a
National
Ty
As'Kentuckywhipping
bi
'136-132
college
of
out
"athletes
added,
.
ciation game Thursday night. don't have
.
nstrument Pilot Ground Course
an ,organization Louisville.
ts,.
Belmont 88,'Trevecca 70
"It's
discouraging,"
kinda
welfare.
their
about
'."-' concerned
Paints
I Hawkins
" -*--- Newherry-11 Presbyterian 41Held *At Murray
of the scared
melecTing
season,40
22
The AAti, he said "has been Bianchi siglikThey 1A-3 -111
1
the first half as the Suns ran lust barely surviving financial- great game last night, but we
Applied Science Bldg., Room S101
Morris Harve 94, W.Va.
a 16 point lead, then extend- ly _for many ypaes" gni "yen
yed super and beat 'em.
ey,,,
81
it to 22 points at the end of so, he said, "that feud between Now last night doesn't mean a
By BOB GREEN
major event. He won only $11,Ky.St. 88,Carson-N.ewinan V
_first_Meeting To Be Held
_third quarter.-411e-NC--AA-and the-ANU-isst;--tha*-"
-nuatilinarrreu bog Writer r476-1agt NAM.
-McNeese 75, SE La. 74 -The Knicks, behind, guard going.on."
Rookie Julius Erving- scored
•
JANUARY 24 - MONDAY, p.m.
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) He started on the back side
Catholic U. 63, Johns Hopkins
alt Frazier,.did prciduce a fi?oung recommended that the a career-high 40 points and Charles Owens drives the golf first, matched one bogey with a
62
nal period rally that pulled USTFF, also a party to the dis- added 21 rebounds for Carolina,
Course will ihclude film and lecture on the
purists out of their minds.
birdie, then made his move
Midwest
within 10 points, only U? see. pute, and the AAU both be and teammate Charlie Scott
He hits everything eros- with a string, where he birdied
following subjects: Iniirument and Systems
84,
Duquesne
79
Notre
Dame
their hopes disappear when abolished and "start from netted 20, but it wasn't enough.
shanded, that is, with hi.S. left four of five holes.
Tulsa
76,
Crieighton
75
.
•
Hawkins got seven points with- scratch.- .
.IFR Charts
Artis Gilmore, Kentucky's 7-2 hand lower than his right *hen
IFIt Planning and WOR flight
He also' birdied the two par
Okla. City 98, NO Loyola 86
in 65.seconds.
As for his own career, at 34 rookie center, scored 35 points he grips the club. And he can't fives on the front side arid
.1FR
Regulations
IFR Clearance Shorthand
St. Louis 94, Evansville 81
Frazier led New York with 21 Young said he doesn't consider and grabbed 19 rebounds while
bend his left knee.
.
stroked an iron to eight feet on
SW Baptist 68, Evangel 60
--- -points-while Dick Van Arsdale .eirmsett - Ord-but it's become .forvrard Lian Lssel tallied 37
and Procedure
ILS-ADF Approaches
And he's also lied for the the fifth hole.
Southwest
. contributed 26 and cleni Has- harder to-train. He and his wife points for the Colonels.
lead with George Archer after - Tile 6400t4 Archer, No. 4 on
W. Texas St. 57, E. New Mex.
kins 21 to-the' Phoenix victory. hive a 12-year-old son Joel and
Two free thrcnvs by Bill Mel- one round of the $150,000 Dean the money winning
Price is 475.00 Per Person
list last 50
In the only other NBA game a 6-year-old daughter Pamela, chionni and a three point'play
Martin-Tucson Open- golf tour- year and heading that slate
Texas.So.
Wiley
12
110,
the Houston sockets defeated and-he's-working-on a doctor, by Tom Washington broke a
nament. Each had a brilliant, with over $31,000 in just two
Far West
ihe Cincinnati Royals 104-87.
ate in school administration - 119-119 tie in the closing two seven-under-par 65 Thursday on weeks this season, spiced his
Utah 66, Utah State 59
Elvin Hayes scored 27 points while teaching full time at Cen- minutes and sparked the Nets
— 4892414—
the 7,305-yard Tucson National round with two strings of three
Oral Roberts 86.Idaho St. 85
and Calvin Murphy 22, both hit- tral Arizona College.
to victory. New York's,Rick Golf Club
birdies each,
course.
Seattle
127;
8
9
New-Reno
gag -heavily ht the-second half
He was a member of the Barry and Carolina's Jim
"They say you're supposed to,
when a Cincinnati rally threat- 1960, 1964 and 1968 Olympic McDaniels each scored 30
have a firm left side in golf,"
StDAI 111 SUGGESTED ItgrAls PRICAP 0.g , LOCAL TIES •NO °TRES °ESLER coasts, ••• 4004110.1l. OVO4,1lSWAILE01 Or
ASKIISCA,
ened the Rockets._
_
----,--- the Saftlipokew- --34-yearmld
Games-, winning a- bronze medHayes 'scored eight points in al in the steeplechase the last
Incliana moved 'four aims* ;Owens said. "Well, I'Ve got the
the Rockets' 14-point surge in thee out.
behind Utah in the ABA West firmest left side in the World:"
the fourth period as they pulled
race by defeating Memphis.
If he makes the U.S. squad
His knee was fused in. an opaway from an 82-all tie.
for the Munich Games, he'll be The Pacers had trailed by as eration after he injured it in a
FLe loss broke the Royals' the first American distance
much as 16 points, but came practice jump while a member
shot at five straight. Nate Ar- runner ever to compete in four
back to score their sixth con- of the 82nd Airborne Divaion
at
'chibald led Cincinnati with 27 Olympiads. And if he
does, he secutive victory, Mel Daniels
points and 11 assists while says he'll run as George Young led Indiana with 24 points while Fort Bragg, NC.
teammate Sam Lacey had 19 of Casa Grande, Ariz., unaffi- Charlie Williams of Memphis - And about that cross-handed
--grip?
points and 20 rebounds.
topped all scorers with 30.,
4 "WY- rattier' was a greeri-liated with the AAU.
--skeeper-it-- Winter Haven,
Fla.," he said. "We- lived on
the course. When I 'itarted
playing, I didn't have anyone to
play with onl anyone to teachme.,
'
".I thought waq -fining it
Irmr,m),"
right. I had two hands on the
club Just like everyone else."
Owens and Archer, who won
the Glen Campbell-Los Angeles
Open two weeks ago, held a one
Netiliwomoso
"stroke lead over Lou Graham
and defending champion J. C.
4
Snead-, tied at 66.
The group at 67 included Bobby Nichols, Herb Hooper, Jack
Simulated TV Reception
Montgomery, Bob Murphy, Jim
Jamieson, Mike Morley and
rookie Chuck Thorpe.
AC
-Dave Hill headed a group of
a half dozen at 68 as the. touring pros took advantage of the
beautiful', warm weather, to
•Advanced GE 18 Inch Meas. Diag
shoot exceptionally low scores.
Spectra-Brite NI picture tube
But Lee Trevino, just named
•AFC-Automatic Fl Tuning Control
The Associated Press Athlete of
•GE Sensitronic funelg system
the Year and the man Picked to
• GE Reliacolor Chassis
win MIL tournament, had his
1• 4 inbh round Dynapower speaker
putting woes and was far back
•180 sq. inch viewing area
in the field at 71.
Owens lived in New York for
13 years, Working much of that
time as a sporting goods salesingOrr,3!,c
•
fine Noma
man. He's 34 and just joined
WM 270 CWD
control
the pro tour late in 1970 after
er.
three years on the Negro tour.
Stand Free with TV
3
995
$
He won'the satellite KemperAshville Open last year, but
hasn't coma close to winning a
NOLAN SIGNS
Aismo.„.dow
M 935LMC,
CINCINNATI (UPI) - Gary
Nolan, who has implied 60 wins
••
at the age of 23, has aigned his
1972 contract with the Cincinnati Reds.
The righthander, who posted
a 12-15 in 1971, led the club in
innings pitched with 245 and in
INCH
COLOR Tv
0,..
strikeouts with 146.
MODEL WM2111HVY
•spectra-Br-dem picture tube
•Solid state tuning UHF'
CALLISON SOLD
• AFC-Automatic Fine Tunlng Control
• Pre-set fine tuning control
CHICAGO (UPI) -The Chi•
GE Sernitronic tuning system
-VHF
cago Cubs Wednesday sold
• Keyed AG(
Three cheers.for the repeal of the 7% excise tOx
reserve outfielder Johnny Call i Now we con go.bock doing what we do best. Saving you money.
son, a veteran of 14 -years in
We build every television
if we were going to use it ourselves
the major leagues, to the New
York Yankees on a conditional
basis.
New York has until May 1 to
deliver a player to the Cubs,
800 Chestna Street, Pawn •
Phone 7534$30
Phone 753-5617
make a rush settlement, or
210 1 MainIStreet
Open Mon. Oro Sat.,7:30 A.M. 111
_
0Oat II.
reture .rallison. • •
-

Florida MurayFo

High Frosh

Take Benti
,

Phoenix
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Murray
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Archer, Owens Tied
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Irish Fall To Duquesne
By KEN RAPPOPORT
'milt 79 defearla 1511AssoCiated Press Sports Writer° quesrie Thursday night.
After losing by 65 points to
"We're not a good running
Indiana earlier this year, Notre --dub- and we're not a good
Dame Coach Dick Phelps philo- shooting club ... and, actually,
sophized that things could be there's not much else," says
worse.
Phelps, who's not used to such
He was right. Things have ineptness.
gotten worse for his basketball
Bef6e he came to Notre
team.
Dame this season, Phelps
The fighting Irish have been didn't know what it was like to
beaten four DI five times since be _a loser. He coached specthat Indiana humiliation, in- tacular freshmen teams at
Penn and led Fordham's exciting club into the NCAA playoffs last season.
He knew he wouldn't have a
rose garden at Notre Dame,
with the loss.of seven players
from last year's 21-8 squad.
But, on the other hand, he
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS didn't expect
all the thorns.
While all the attention is fo- Two returnineletterrnen
were
cused on the top of the National lost to injury and a bright
sophHockey League standings, Buf- omore was bounced
because of
falo and Vancouver have their .disciplinary problems.
own world down below.
Georgia Tech, one of the
Don Luce scored a first-peri- eight teams to Beat Notre
od goal Thursday night, giving Dame this season, trimmed Tuthe Sabres a 1-0 victory over lane 94-78 in Thursday
night's
the Canucks and moving them action which included
none of
into sixth Place in the East Di- the ranked
clubs.
..._—_
-vision of--the-NHL. The loss
Elsewhere, LaSalle topped
'dropped the Canucks into the American University 59-53 and
basement spot.
Temple ripped St. John's, N.Y.
-In the other NHL contest the 79-65 in a doubleheader at
Philadelphia Flyers "*defeated Philadelphia's Palestra; Utah
the Chicago Black Hawks 3-2.
turned back Utah State 66-59;
-- Luce's goal was a two- Tulsa nipped Creighton 78-75
rebound shot after a long at- and St. Louis trounced Evans-tempt by Al Hamilton and - a ville 94-81;
- andilfiiritotiOu;
short one by Danny La*stin, the nation's leading **ring
both of which were blocked by tearri, beakIdaho State 86-85.
Vancouver goalie Dune Wilson.
Notre Dame had serious inThe score at 6:15 of the first tentions of winning its fourth
stanza by the Buffalo forward game in 11 this year before Dugave goalie-Roger Crozier what quesne cut off a late-GO rally.
he needed to work on for his Lionel Billingly scored 29 points
second.shutoth of the- season: fee' the Dukes, who won their
Crozier had 29 saves.
Ilth game in 12.
Forward Bill Lesuk slapped
Steve Post scored 28 points
in a goal in the third period to and Bob "peanut" Murphy had
give the Flyers only their 22 to pace Georgia Tech over
fourth victory over the Black Tulane; Steve Baruffi scored
Hawks in the past 41
/
2 years. tW.E/ field goals and made a key
Lesuk's goal followed Simon steal in the final minutes for
Nolet's goal at 21 seconds of LaSalle; Temple held St. John's
the final period which tied the to three field goals in the first
score 2-2.
16 minutes to handily whipped
Bill Clement opened the scor- the Redrnen; John Dearman
ing for Philadelphia but the led Utah with 17 points and St.
Black Hawks' Bobby Hull Louis shot a hot 54 per cent
scored his 34th goal of the sea- from the field while crushing
son to tie it up, then Cliff Ko- outgunned Evansville.
roll put the Hawke ahead 2-1 in
Turkish Trousers. a 3-yearthe second period setting up
old filly star of 1971. won nine of
Nolet's and Lesuk's game-win- her 11 races, all in California.
ning goals.
nagsire was Bagdad.

Vancouver Drops
To Last Place
With Sabre Loss

Ky. State Slips
By Carson-Newman

21,1972

—MittRAlr, Pa.
:Nil( KY

Pro footballers still idolized?

The late Baltimore defensive
who. play__
professional football are the
tackle, Big Daddy Lipscomb,
idols of American youth.
died a drug addict. Former
Or are'they?
Gcren Bay star Paul Hornung
Therein lies a question
and Detroit tackle Alex Karras
were suspended by the
- 85-all against Carson-Newman- concerning a sport that has
By BILL WINTER
Associated Press Sports Writer The Thorobreds stalled until attracted the enthusiastic
National Football League for a
year for betting on their own
Kentucky State may have re- Grant drove for a layup with response of millions of fans.
There have been instances in
teams.
gained the winning touch, but it three seconds left. Fouled as he
which
the
most prominent
And so it goes.
took a close call to do it.
scored, he sank a free Was that
The question arises as to
The Thorobreds were ranked negated the last-second basket niunes in football have been
involved in unsavory episodes
whether.the type of personality
No:+-in the nation among
-0T- ----Ca&AWN-eV-Anan's Mike
c diminished their images
bred by football is unique — the
lege division teams early in Ogan.
as the All-American heroes of
"jock" of legend whose code is
this basketball season, then lost
Grant, the leading scorer in boys who need idols on which to
a physical and not a moral one,
four games and seemed to have the college division, pumped in build their dreams.
or if the notoriety given persons
lost their punch.
47 points, while Ogan led the
Several have been arrested
in public life, particularly in
But senior star Travis Grant losers with 24. The win lifted on drunk and reckless driving
sports and entertainment, is
pulled the Thorobreds back on. State to an 874 overall_ record.
charges. A few have been
such that no idol is immune
the *inning track Thursday
d of more serious ofTed Tolephein hit 22 Waifs
from deflation By the media.
night, scoring a layup basket and Kevin Timon added 20 to fenses.
There is the possibility that
and a free throw in the final pace Thomas More to a road
Warren Wells, the wide
there is a bit of both, as well as
seconds to key Kentucky win over Central State -ofOh* - receiver of the -Oakland -a change in the attitude of
State's 88-87 victory over Car- while Mike Calhoun scored n Raiders, was convicted and
young fans. They no longer
son-Newman of Tennessee.
have the respect, nor have the
and Tom Stewart hit 18 to lead sent to prison for assault.
Former Cleveland Brown
.In other Kentucky action Georgetown past Northwood.
hero worship for the adults in
fullback
Jim Brown, one of the
Thursday night, Thomas More
any segment of public life that
Union got a yeoman performtook an 83-75 decision over Cen- ance from Bill Swafford in de- - greatest runners in the history .was typical of youngsters even
:of the game, was accused clan
a quarteg-ceritury ago. That.
tral State of Ohio; Georgetown feating Lincoln. Swafford. attack on a woman, a charge
does not mean the young fans
upended Northwood of Indiana 32 points and 12 rebounds.
which was subsequently
81-68; Union romped to a 102-84
Melvin Harris hit a basket dropped. Lance Rentzel was- do not admire talent and
strength; it does mean they
verdict over Lincoln, Tenn., and Tom Jensen added a free
arrested on a morals charge. look on:aithletes as !lumen
And_Cmpbeciand_ remained un- throselErt the closing moments
Quarterback Bill Kilmer oT beingi with the - frailty that
beaten in Kentucky Inter- to seal Curnberl4nd's win over Washington was
booked for
individuals in all walks of life
collegiate Athletic Conference Campbellsville. Jensen and drunkenness.
are prone to .suffer.
with a 68-67 win over Camp-- Cumberland's Jeff Rhodes
belLsville.
PRE-SEASON GAMES
for game scoring honors with TENNIS ON TV
Only one Kentucky team is 20 apiece.
PITTSECURGH UPI) —The
NEW YORK
UPI—The
scheduled for action tonight.
Columbia Broadcasting System httshurgh stpek•rs of the
Northern Kentucky will visit
Reed Leads All Scorers and World Championship Ten- American Football Conference
Point Park of Pittsburgh, Pa.
nis announced Thursday that • will meet the New York Giants
kentucity
—Slik got possession -- SAGINAW, -htiFh.
-network would carry a 14- on the. weekend of Aug. 5 and
of the ball with 40 seconds re- Norwain Reed, the nation's match elimination tournament the Washington Redskins Sept.
maining and the score tied at small college scoring leader, on Sunday afternoon May
21 9 in Memphis, Tenn, theseason games.
bettered his average Thursday through Aug. 27.
night as he scored 35 points to
The matches will be played . A team spokesman said it
would be decided later whether
w
• video.lapectat. Hilton
basketball victory over Owosso. S.C., March 21-26. The tour- the two exhibition games in
Reed pieced first in.
Aliment-witIrtotal prize- money- Pittsburgh-would be played on
week's poll of scorers with a of $47,500, will offer $10,000 to Friday night, Saturday niet or
The Murray basketball
Sunday afternoon.
3!.9 average.
the winner.
teams of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints will
be playing the Henderion
Saturday,
team
Church
January 22 at 10:00 in the
Douglas School gymnasium.
The Murray Junior team has
won three games this year,
Madisonville, Morgantown, and
Paducah. Their only loss has
been to Hopkinsville.
The senior team will play in
the second game. Both teams
will participate in a regional
L.D.S. tournament in February.
This activity is part of the youth
program of the Church.
The

men

Murray_ Mormons
To Play Saturday

Save
more

For every Wes Parker and effect, to keep them as discreet
Jimmy Lefebvre who spend as possible.
months each year lecturing
The professional athlete does
youth on the hazards of drugs, not have the restrictions imthere is an athlete whose posed by a University of
human appetites are larger Michigan or Grambling College
than life and whose conduct off coach who insists on neat
the field or off the baseball public appearance, politeness
diamond is observed by the and a team policy intended to
reflect favorably on the
For every Kermit Alexander reputation of an academic
who works in the ghetto with institution..
children, there is another
Perhaps fhey sh-oula.
athlete who feasts on the
adulation of women who are BUTCHER TO PADRES
SAN DIEGO (UP!)—Clifton
ready to heap attention upon
him so long as he is in the Butcher, a 21-year-old righthander from Tulsa, OkLs. and the
spotlight.
That really is not new. It has team's first-round selection in
been Unit way for years: But iast.weele* free agent
there are fewer dark streets draft, has been signed by the'
and more television cameras to San Diego Padres of the
expose such conduct- to the
League.
public.
Too, there is an element of
racial prejudice injected into
the attitudes of the fans toward
minority athletes.
Whereas someone might look
the other way when a mitYried
white athlete dated a white
woman, the appearance of a
black halfback or a black
shortstop with -a white woman
is the subject of gossip and
sensational
in
articles
__Earn An Extra
magazines that reach the at' Quarter Here!
tention of children as well as
adults. There al still distaste
among some of mixing of the
races except on the field.
Each sport has had its bad
apples, and pro football has its
share, just as baseball,
basketball,.-horse racing, and
golf, despite its reputation of
1111411
gentility. But professional football is
06
t
larger than life-,• andspotlight
pay
must learn to
the
Federal Savings and
Pritilbir success. They.—Vie
Murray Branch Main at
Street
to make concessions in their
private lives, which means, in

TOBACCO
DOLLARS

Gra

THE CARR RATINGS
SY:• DON GAIN
PAIR:RITE
OPPONEWf14.
FAVORITE
MARGIN
MARGIN
OPPONENT
GAMES OF 1-21-72:
MAJOR GAMES OF 1-22-72 - CONTINUED:
ADAMS STATE
COLORACO WESTERN
2
GETTYSBURG
12
DREXEL TECN
5
ASHEVILLE
OONZAC1,
WOFFORD
15
IDAHO
CAMPBELL
ARMSTRONG
2
HAWAII
19
PEPPERDINE
4
CENTENARY
HARDIN SIMMONS
HOLY CROSS
ASSUMPTION
2
COLORADO MINES
WESTMINSTER -UTAH
KANSAS
COLORADO
1
7
OOLUMBIA
KANSAS STATE
CORNELL-N.Y.
7
OKLAHOMA STATE
EMPORIA DOLLECE
SAXER
3
22
KENT STATE DAYTON
FORT LEWIS
W. NEW MEXICO
KENTUCKY
5
TENNESSEE
GARDNER WEBB
37
FLORIDA MEMORIAL
LONG BEACH STATE
LODJLA- ILLINOIS
11
GRAND CANYON
10
PASADENA
LOUISVILLE
DRAKE
10
HAWAII
19
PEPPERDINE
MAINE
24
ST. ANSELNS
33
KING-TENNESSEE
ST. ANDREWS
MARGUETTE
31
DAPAuL
4 WEST FLORIDA
NICHOLLS-LA.
MARSHALL
14
BOWLING GREEN
OLIVET NAZARENE
3
JUDSON
MARYLAND
NAVY
14
OTTERREIN
DEN 150W
27
MASSACHUSETTS
IOWA
21
PACIFIC unKED31
76- isrrraxsMEMPHIS
fitilVfirit35XREGI3
SOUTHERN UTAH
15
MICHIGAN
10
NORTHWESTERN
35
ST. LOUIS-U.N.
CHICAGO CIRCLE
MICHIGAN STATE
MINNESOTA
3
30
SACRAMENTO
DOMINGUEZ
MISSOURI
IOWA STATE
17
11
SAMFORD
COL/EMUS
.
7
MDNTANA
AIR FORCE
5
TENNESSEE TEMPLE.
ATLANTA -BAPTIST
MOREHEAD-KY.
6
WESTSRA KENTUCKY
TROY STATE
6
FLORENCE STATE
MURRAY
TENNESSEE TECH
4
U. C. L. A.
SANTA CLARA
26
NORTH CAROLINA
DUKE
12
44
VA. ONIMON4EALTH
SOUTHEASTERN U.
NO. CAROLINA ST.
19
PITTSBURGH
WAR TWIG
23
BUENA VISTA
OHIO STATE
3
INDIANA
WEST GEORGIA
5
VALDOSTA
OHIO L.
MIAMI
-OHIO
9
WHITTIER
35
CALIFORNIA TECH
OKLAHOMA
4
SOUTH ALABAMA
WILLIAM JEWELL
OTTAWA
5
OREGON STATE
WASHINGTON H.TAri:
2
PENN STATE
ARMY
WINONA
W MINNESOTA
7
MAJOR GAMES OF 1-22-72,
4
PRINCETON
FORDHAM
ALABAMA
6
AUBURN
PROVIDENCE
NIAGARA
6
ARIZONA
7
NORTHERN ARIZONA
ST. BONAVENTURE
CANTSIUS
1
ARIZONA. STATE
8
SAN DIEGO STATE
ST. FRANCIS -PA.
16
CLEVELAND STATE
BAYLOR
12
ST. JOHNS -8.Y. .
TEXAS
I
VILLANOVA
BRADLEY
24STERN ILLINOIS
12
ST. JOSEPHS-PA.
KINGS -PENNSYLVANIA
27
IS
BRIGHAM YOUNG
UTAH STATE
ST. LOUIS
NEW MEXICO
14
4
CALIFORNIA
SAN JOSE STATE
ST. MARYS-CALIF.
SONOMA STATE
25
CMATTANDOGA
A
SOWN CAROLINA
CPPAIYEE
2
IOWA
7
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
CINCINNATI
TULSA
6
BALL STATE
11
VIRGINIA TECH
S. W. LOUISIANA
CLEMSON
5
LOUISIANA TECH
14
-SPRINGFIELD
TEMPLE
OOLGATE
MANHATTAN
20
6
WYOMING.
I
TEXAS ASH
COLORADO STATE
ARKANSAS
45
CREIGHTON
KeLMURRAY
T. C. U.
S. M. U.
3
2
TEXAS TECH
DAVIDSON
WEST VIRGINIA
RICE .
2
RHODE ISLAND;
14
5
TOLEDO
DUQUESNE
WESTERN MICHIGAN
4
WILLIAM S MARY
TULANE
EAST CAROLINA
SO.
MISSISSIPPI
15
AUSTIN PEAY
7
U. C. L. A.
EAST TENNESSEE
3P
DENVER
UTAH
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
19
EASTERN KENTUCKY
STANFORD
11
NEW MEXICO STATE
, 9
WAKE FOREST
SOUTH FLORIDA
24
EL PASO
WASHINGTON
GEORGIA TECH
FLORIDA STATE
15
15
OREGON"NEST TEXAS -STATE- - 4
FURMAN
-41E4IER STATEtj,
DETActi
XAVIER-0J°
,
S.
GEORGIA
L
4
OTHER LAMES Of JANUARY 22_, 1971.
FORT LEWIS'
GRAND CANYON
N. M. HIGHLANDS
25
2
ADAMS STATE
WAYNE-MICHIGAN
34
GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS 16
AKRON
ODNCORDIA-MINN.
WILMINGTON-U.N.C.
HOWARD PAYNE
12
ARMSTRONG
TARLETON
23
INDIANA CENTRAL
OAKLAND
18
DePAUW
17
ASHLAND
3
KALAMAZOO
LIVINGSTON STATE
19
ATHENS
LAKE FOREST
14
FLORfDA TECH
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN
3
AUGUSTA
OLD DOMINION
AOCUSTANA-S.D.
20
LAGRANGE
BLACK HILLS
6
VALDOSTA
DEN ISON
LORAS
BALDWIN WALLACE
17
ii
QUINCY
39
BALTIMORE
YORK -PENNSYLVANIA
,
MARTIN
15
LAM8UTH
19
MARYMOIWT
CLAFLIN
BARBER SCODIA
KANSAS CITY
WILLIAM CAREY
17
MONTEVALLO
BELHAVEN
ST. BERNARD
14
UNION -TENNESSEE
N. W. LOUISIANA
12
12
RELMONT
SOUTHERN ARKANSAS
4
MISSOURI WESTERN
20
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
BENEDICTINE-KANS.
IDAHO COLLEGE
7 'OAKLAND CITY
PORTLAND STATE
BEREA
HUMOOLD1
41
SHORTER
15
2
BERRY
WESTMINSTER -UTAH
LiMUYNE OWENS
,2
ROCKHURST
BETHEL-TENNESSEE
S. W. BAPTIST
9
20
ROSE-HULKAN
ST. LEO
BIRMINGHAM SO.
fulticts COLLEGE
24
12
ST. MARYS TEXAS
oTTERBEIN
CAPITAL
TEXA.S WESLEYAN
14
ST. (LAP
L. M. U.
CARSON NEWMAN
LAWRENCE
25
IA
RRIAR CLIFF
SIMON FRASER
CENTRAL IOWA
it
WARNER PACIFIC
IN
SOUTHERN UTAH
KMA
•
COE
COLORAU0 MINES
W. NEW MEXICO
STANISLAUS
1
COLORADO WESTERN
4
DOMINGUEZ
WESTMINSTER -MO.
4
STEUBENVILLE
4
CULVER STOCXTON
NORTHERN KENTUCKY
S: F. AUSTIN
MALONE
17
6
DEFIANCE
1
TEXAS A
I
JACKSONVILLE-ALA.
TENNESSEE TEMPLE
3
DELTA STATE
TREVELCA
7
MIDWESTERN
MOMAS MORE
DRURY
.3
17 PIKEVILLE
MANCHESTER
TRANSYLVANIA
30
'
- DAVID LIPSCOMB
EAR4HAM
111'STATE ,
FERRIS STATE t. 41 CONCORDIA-INDIANA
22
EASTERN MICHIGAN
U. S: 1MT.
MISSOURI VALLEY
32
EMPORIA COLLEGE
19
CALIF. LUTHERAN
1461 GEORGIA
PHILA. TEXTILE
-EVANSVILLE
1. 1 7
- 7
CEORGIA STATE
GLENVILLE
WESTERN WASHINGTON 2N
FAIRMONT .17
OREGON TWAV,
•
BELLARMINE
GANIMM
' IS
WILEY
2
8-: 0.0101EXIC0
AgARLESTON BAPTIST VIttfaM JEWIL
34
GARDNER WEAR
GRACELAND
•
WITTENRERG
OA, SOUTHWESTERN
manual.
A 50-BERLIN
25
MI ED-4.0
)1ti- L0m5
5t,ASUPS__ALIVIIIL
PC't 851_
txtryR IGH1._Itat -EY THE LAIR MA]INI2Ii SERV ILI
•

.

-•••-at,ttinise+tets-tir

_ . •

-

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

January 20-21-22

4th,81 Sycamore anatollege Farm Rd. & Ky. 121

FREE
6 PAK CARTON

RC COLA
With Minimum Fill Up of 10 Gallons

Save more
MURRAY

number
discount
station

Candy
for the Kids!

cigarettes

274

PLUS TAX

Ye, NDOctuahh/gasohne Regular or Premium At
ic A tow discount prices Come in today and fill
'OL 4 be ciettghted with this high performance
'ace and with the savings too

-•••7

—mi-t•--•-• • •-•.---.444-444.44.....44-

We honor Master Charge and
BankAmericard char:e cards.

THE LEDGER & TIMIFS -_- Mt_ KKAY, KENTUCKY
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Chi loses
wind title

lad-doetort sa
•
never

- all

for
he who

more than

often

all

—

.
. .
tell

•

attempt

you may
know

you
- can do

tells

attempts

he knows

he can do

tells

he knows

attempts

he
can do
_

believe

you hear

believes

he hears

believes

he hears

e
_

you can ,

spend

—.decide
upon

-you may see

spends

upon

he can
afford

spends

he

decides
upon

he can
affartV7=

--sane Mai

Sees record year
in ,home production
NEW YORK IUPII - department.
--Whnt's--ahend-irhonshig hr' 'Tn acTdition.v.-ai—
sasd41972?'
"possibly half a million mobile
"A record year in home
homes will be shipped to find
production, in transfer of
their way into the standing
existing dwellings, in purchase
stock available for either yearof vacation properties," acround occupancy or for
cording to the National
vacation use.
Association of Real Estate Po
Factory created housing is
Boards -INAREB I.
likely to become an increasing
There will be a high degree
source of supply..
of mobility among tenants,
During 1972, as in the
and more young families will
pie, the study indicates, two
become home owners during
to three times as many families
the next 12 months than in Any
and individuals will buy an
year of the past. according to
existing house as will acquire a
NAREB's annual economic
newly constructed one.
forecast.
"WhBe'existing homes will
"If the pace of current
be bought by 'all age groups,
production is maintained,
young buyers, particularly
some 2.1 million housing units
those under 35 years of age,
enter. the Minatory in. w11/ -be prominent- in the
said Mrs.'Catherine
iti
Market place," Mrs. Martini
artini, director of the waki: Households heeded by
persons under 35 comprise
FOR CORRECT 26.5 per cent of all household
units.
ME,and
New construction
TEMPERATURE
New construction, acDAY OR NIGHT cording tghthe report, probably
will add more than 850,000
apartment units to the inr
ventory in 1912...1n-addition,
some rentals will become
available following structural
conversion, and others will
or
result when an owneroccupant vacates and decides
hi iittit kv
to offer his property for rent

1AL

753-6363

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD, IncS
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

COME WITH US TO THE

HOLY LAND & EUROPE
Departure
July 17, 1972
15 Days Escorted

The trip you've
always dreamed
of taking!
Roy Beasley
Travel with friends and neighbors! Visit Athens,
Corinth, Egypt, Lebanon, Damascus, Cyprus, and
Israel "from Dan to Beersheba". Optional third
week in Rome and London.
Send for Free Color Brochure
ntact: 141 Beasley Box 655 Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-4874

FRIDAY-JANUARY 21, 1972

Questions
and
Answers

CLEVELAND (UPI) Step aside, Chicago. Cleveland
is windier than the Windy
City.
That Word comes on good,.
authority ,-- The NationalWeather Service, reference
books, and a portable
anemometer I Wind Gauge I.
In fact, only four U.S.
,pities are buffeted _by more
- winds daily than Cleveland.
"This is simply a rather
windy city," said Robert
Bowes, NWS meteorologist at
Cleveland Hopkins Airport.
"It's a combination of things,
, primarily all the flat ground to
the West and South of us and
prozhnity to the
"Any wind coming in off
Lake Erie has no friction at all.
Anything from the Northwest
to the Northeast is practically
unobstructed - until it hits

This column of qnsaillos and.. Allowable price increases over
1
2 percent and up must be
answers on the President's 2/
Economic Stabilization reported to the Internal
Program is provided by the Revenue Service , and the
local office of the US.Internal Medicare_ intermediary with
cost justification. Any increase
Roenue Service and is
published as a public service. in excess of 6 percent must be
The column answers questions treated as an exception and
most frequently asked about filed with the Internal Revenue
Service.
wages and prices.
Q. Is there a ceiling on
Q. Are hospitals, doctors and
other persons furnishing health amounts allowable as an excare services subject to price ception to the P.ay. Board's 5.5
percent general wage standard
controls?
A. Yes, Under Price_ Com- where the increases are
mission guidelines, physicians necessary for the employer to
and other "non-institutional attract or retain essential
providers" of health care are employees?
A. Yes. If increases above the
subject to an average 21
/
2
According
to
N WS- percent limitation on price general wage standard are
' statistics, Cleveland's average increases which must be deemed necessary to attract or
daily wind through 1969 waa justified by increases in costs. retain essential employees in
10.9 miles per hour.
For institutional providers, accordance with specific
Chicago averaged 10.3,
as hospitals and nursing criteria tohe established by the
such
San Francisco, 10.5, New
homes,ice increases will be Pay Board, these increases will
York, 9.,5 and Miami
permitW only when Justified 'be alliniecTay up to 7 percent.
The only cities listed as by allowable costs,
Q. Is a wage increase which
adjusted by
having higher average winds productivity
gains and limited exceeds the general guideline of
are
Boston,
Buffalo,
Galveston, Tex., Key West, where appropriate by base 5.5. percent lihd which was
period profit margins. Ex- agreed to after Pay Board
Fla., and Omaha, Neb.
cesswe cost increases above the guidelines were announced sit
Highest daily wind average guidelines will not
ordinarily be "allowable cast", jus
in the
nation is Mt. considered as allowable
costs. price increase? •-Washington, N.H., with 35.3
A. No. Under these cirMPH. It once recorded a gust These institutional providers
ma) increase prices up to 242 cumstances, "allowable costs"
at 231 MPH.
percent without prior approval. benefits, in excess of 5.5 per-

subject to controls under the
economic stabilizaCon
program?
A. No.'
Intornal
lievertue•
Q. Do retailers who are
Sorrier"
required to prenotify their price
Increases have to give advance
notice and obtain approval of
price increases at the closeout
of a temporary promotional
cent per year.
This rule does not apply to campaign?
A. No. Such changes
wage increases for workers
making less than the minimum representing a return to normal
wage and in. _cases where prices need not be included by,
payments are made to replenish the retailer in determining base
major deficiencies in a welfare prices and do not have to be
fund, which are necessary to prenotified to the Price Comprotect the pensions of men mission or approved in adalready retired., Nor does it vance. However, these changes
preclude a company from ob- must be included in quarterly
taining an exception by ruling if reports that firms with annual
it can demonstrate gross sales of $50 million or more
inequity with respect to its must file with the Commission.
particular situation.
for the purpose of justifying a
Q. Are the wages and salaries price increase shall not
of Americans who live abroad generally
include
wage
and work for U.S. companies payments, including fringe
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Worsh ip Ser
Evening wo

Emma
Morning Wo
Evening Wo

Morning we

Evening Wo

Morning Wo
Evening Wo

Morning We
Evening We

Morning WI
Evening WI

Si
Morning W4

Evening Wt

Morning Wi
Evening Wi

Morning Wi
Evening Wi

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

Morning W
Evening Wi

1.-*MOFftlflIeJ
Evening Wi

and Try Our
-Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
-Country Hams and Steaks_
-Ail Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m.to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
-J C GALLIMORE -

Ku
Morning WI
Evening Wi

Mei
Morning Wc
Evening We

New Mt.
Morning Wi
Evening

Morning WI
Evening Wi

riOar than Tor ma.
The readuittdAminaor
reasons why interest is
vacation property will grow
during 1972:
"Distances and travel time
have been shortened by the
extensive highway system.
Moreover, the continuous shift
of population toward the
oceans and Great Likes has
made weekend commuting
feasible for many more
families than•few years ago."
A recent Census ft..post showed
that more than half of the
population lives within SO
miles of the seacoast, including
the shores of the Great Lakes.
Additionally, the report
cited vacation home purchases
made with retirement in mind.
"Melly Fine properties are
built or acquired for weekend
use with a view to full-time- occupancy in the future.
Families in the 55-64 age
category are major holders of
assets and generally have
completed the financing of
their children's education."
The NAREB forecast said
the resurgence of consumer
confidence should aid business
recovery. "For the first time
since the economic downturn
consumers are demonstrating
an increased willingness to
spend," it said.
Contributing to this are
cuts in federal taxes which will
augment rising disposable
income and the large volume
of "first Name" purchases by
families in the under-35 age
grout).
•"Families
in
this
category," the report said,
"are major buyers of
household durables, home
furnishings, home
improvements. and often a
second car. Purchases of
homes atui the ancillary expenditures associated with
home buying should provide a
degree of consumer buoyancy
to the economy that has been
absent in the recent past."
In adtlkione` the report
said, the mortgage market is
expected to be relatively.____
sable, and it is expected
gradualism in economic expansion may be achieved.
'Fueled by increased
spending by consumers and
business and' aided by expansionary monetary and
fiscal policy, the recovery
process is expected to continue through all of 1972, but the
expansion will be less than
vigorous," NAREB concluded.

Morning WI
Evening Wi

Morning WI
Evening Wi

S.
Morning Wt
Evening WI

Morning ,
Evening

Morning Wi
Evening Wt

Lon
1st Sunday
3rd Sunda,

Boo
'HE

c

Edwir

Monday January 24th

Five

Point'

Cal
vol
1105 Pog

Colon
A Choii

Hwy 441

CO
BOW
,415 Ma,

From our Own Mills, Brand NeW Spring Polyester .Double Knits at the
loweSt price anywhere. A sell-out New Years Day, we received another
shipment of these Fine quality Polyester Knits. Don't mist this Polyester
Double Knit Buy of a Lifetime, be there earix.Monday for best Selection'

•Yaris dyed Jacquard weaves
*Menswear Knits, Prints etc.

Frei
HEATING

•ion% Polyester Double Knits
7macnine. Washable, Tumble Dry
•

'60- to 66- Wide, Full Bolts
'Slight I,
rtsRertects included iii this lqi
'Crepe, Diagonal, Locasta stitches
Mull, CO1Of MO, oIr aTI ( K. I,

SEASONAL SONS
HEILBRONN, Germany
UPI)-Doctors said three women-named Frau Sommer
(summer), Frau Winter (winter and Frau Herbst(autumn)
-in adjoining rooms at a
private clinic gave birth to sons
this week.
was
Frau Lenz (spring
released .from the clinic last
week, they said.
ASKS REFUND
UPPSALA,Sweden (UPI i-A
64-year-old Uppsala man who
dropped and broke two bottles
of whisky said he wrote
Swedish Finance Minister Gunnar Straeng asking for a refund
of the $16 consumption tax on
the bottles. He said hi bad not
yet heard from the Minister.- ,

v

(204 W. WASHINGTON

Rill at C

Wayne

Dun
ADP
lit South

Paris, Tn.
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Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
110.m.
Evening worship
730 P rn

sersval

_

•

West Fork
&Morning Worship
, 11 a.m.
Evening Worshiji
6:30p m.
•
First Baptist,
Morning Worship
_ 10:45 am.
tWorj
SQOp.m

Christian

11 a.m
8p.m:

First Christian
Worship Services
10.30 a.m .7
pm

Norneside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m .
7 p.m.

Murtay Christian
WOrShip Set'%NCI* 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.

1 Of MOre Nntriiaaion.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
•
11-a.m.,
.
Evening Worship
7 30p.m.

ustifying a
shall not
Le
wage
ng fringe

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30p.m.

- - einiveesifyMorning Worship
'0:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.

Methodist

:
.a

h

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m
let Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel Unit...
Sunday School
. 10 a7m. _
Worsh ip Serice
11 a.m.

Nazarene.
Murray Church
Sunday School
10 a . rn'.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 am.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

•
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a m.
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.

Kirksey•aptist
Morning Worship
17 a.m.
Evening Worship •
7 30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Eventng WOrShip
6:30 P.rrr

First Assembly Of God
Church.Schcial ........10.00
Worship Service
1100

6:30p.m

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
Ham.
Evening Worship 6:30 P rn

,
••*of..
••4„,
.
••V'
,•
•••••••,,,* •
•
•••
• •••
•
• •

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

•

Tomphiiiiii United-- -

••••..

Eig

11 a m.
7p.m.

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Worship

‘:
--

Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00 AM
Evening Worship
5:30 PM
S.

Lone Oak Primitive
1st. Sunday
10:30 A,M
3rd. Sunday
2:00 P.M
tre
•

§

Boone's Incorporind

.5

-

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

MCCOCCEICEIMMEC•

,..„.7,. •.

.•I . . . . ._

kw*••••••••••••• 1•• ••••••

St-lasCatholac-Chureh ----Sunday Mass a a in , II a m . 30_
m
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
11 a m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower
10 30 a.m.
Bible Lecture
9 30a.m

10-a,m
11 a.m

Silayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services 11 A m.lp
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:13 afri
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School .
9 15a in
Morning Worsaiip
10 30a in

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st 8. 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

YOU IN THE CHURCH
THE CHURCIt IN YOU ••

Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbatti SchOol
10-00 a rrt
Worship Service
9- 30 an
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Church of Jesus Christ
• Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10 a.m.

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd 8. 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:45 am ist
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a.m .2nd
Sunday, 10 45 a.m 4th Sunder

Esdi

evening when the television is turned on, we must decide which show
to watch. In like manner, we must decide which religion to follow: And the
only way to decide is by investigating all the alternatives and then selecting
the one that best fulfills our needs.
Yes, we must investigate. We must look A D to the New Testament
and the life and teachings of Jesus Christ. Then we must look B. C. to
the Old Testament and the lives and teachings of the prophets. Afterwards,
we must compare each side and reflect on what we have learned before we can
decide between the traditional prophetic B- C or the new, fulfilled A D
Choosing a television show is a minor decision compared with
choosing a religion and yet some people are more concerned with the television
Many parents don't care which church their children attend, but Miry Spend
much time deciding which shows they Mould be allowed to watch. After all,
theirdon't want their youngsters to be wrongly Wiflutnced by some TV show
but their religion makes little difference to them.
A D or 8 C? Whigs one for you?

Sugar Creek
Morning worship
11 a.m.
Evening worship
7:15 p.m.

-

First Methodist
. 4511 10:50 a m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship
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Shady Oaks

.

. .. ..

Mobile Horne Courts

CCOMMAXICICEMEICKW:Cil
Ph. 753-5201

Mayfield Hwy. 121
•-•• •

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
0
4
.
b
•*.

••
1
•
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COMMERCIAL

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

RESIDENTIAL

American

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

•.
•

.-Meiteass.44y.

4
Carroll Tire Service

•°410
•
••
•

•

••

••
'•
5
.
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1105 Pogue • 1 2 Block E. of 5.12th - Phone 7534481

House Smorgasbord

Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service • Open Sundays

•••

Hwy 641 North
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Dunn TV & Appliance
SALES AND SERViCF
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WHIRLPOOL

•
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Phone 753-3037

118 South 12th
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N. 12th Extended
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Ph. 753-7100
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.. Hogs bought daily.
WM

E. DODSON, OWNER
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PARTS & RENTAL

Phone 753-1319

\N• \
!
•

Master' Tire Service, Inc.

union

.

SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1936

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

'
4
.
1
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Trenholm's Drive-In
Phone 753-2117

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
miss
Murrii:y
753-1323

Mayfield
247-1487

Susie's Cafe

FLSH .ii CHIPS
Chicken Peglegs - Fish & Chips
Treasure Chest
I.
Eat in or carry out
South 12th - Murray - Ph. 753-5267

.0.*
- r
• :i.111
14...' ..

Phone 753-2921

1
„Kentucky Lake Oil Company

Long John Silvcrs

- PIZZA - SPAGHETTI

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF $2.00 OR MORE

Industrial Road ' .

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free,estimates_
Hwy.641S. (Hazel Hwy.) ••
Ph. 753-7150

Phone 753-6191

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

RECAPPING

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
..
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
002 Chestnut

,

Hwv. 94 1 Mi. E. Murray • Ph. 753-6685

Air snooping Center

12th & Chestnut

National Hotel Building
.•.

r

Pock's Upholstery a Fabric Shop
MR. & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
-Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
-Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
604 S. 4th

Peloples
Bank of Murray, Ky.
,
COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE -MEMBER FDIC
SOO Maln - Phone 753-3231
Branch Office So 12th & Story- 7S3-64.55

SALE E-VERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. - e H. 753-5334

.•
.•'

.SALE'S' . SERVICE

• ilt

Murray Auto Parts

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Rcsidential - Sales & service
Repairs & Installation - Gas & Sewer
$01 N. 4th
Phone 753-6168

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

641 Super Shell

REBUILT ENGINES . RADIATORS REPAIRED

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

Open 6:00 a.m. - Close 12:00

Ph 753-4424

605 Maple St.

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies

kil‘.."a
" le-I.'"
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. r.....---.:::
:

Phon,7531012

Shirley Florist -

Sue 763 SW
Businessmanis.

1411tkiifilliK_Mirissfi swat
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For Fine TsSin.40 Printin

Typewriters . Adding Machines and
Calculators
115 Su 4th
753 1763

582 N. 4th St.

753.3251

403 Maple St

• .-

Miuray, Kentucky

.
•

Auto Repair

--MOTOR TUNE UPS
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
70.1 Se 7th

AlIser...

,

..

I
i

Bob's TV Service
'

Lynhuest Resort

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

•
,

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY
SINCE 111S0
-2.eray Business Radio Installation & Service
-Aerotron Sales & Service
Dixieland Center Chestnut St. Ph 753,5111

SALES . SERVICE & RENTALS

•Sholar's

n.

South 12th Street-Phone 753-9131

_

Murray Livestock Co.

'•

\ `

•

Component parts & AcA complete line of Electro rpc Compont
cessories

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Phone 753-7992

Points

sir

ADMIRAL - TAPPAN
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.
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Five

Wells Electric

Ph. 753-0119

Hwy. 121 W. (Coldwater Rd.) Ph. 753-3164

Phone 753.3734

94 E. at Murray Bait Co

10.
•... :0*.
••.*
.
.• 4.
#4;•:•*
• ••-••-•*.
3 4

Bel

Palace Drive-In

Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies

Central Shopping Center •- 753-6061

"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

Distributing Gulf Products

Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
E.- W. Outland, Supt.
Phone 753-8220

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER

CHILI

4c==> Allied Radio Shack

Storey's Food Giant

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans

Darnell Outboard Marine

15c

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days

MINOR REPAIR & WELDING
'

..

GRAIN DIVISION

Phone 753-4832

HAMBURGERS

'4

Carburetor Service

Tune-Up &
North 4th St.

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Industrial Road

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

HEATING - SHEET METAL • AIR CONDITIONING

Stadium Chili

\

Rudy Lovett .
Distributin.g Co.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
0th at Chestnut

s

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Tires-Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky.-753-3S71

DIV

.

U

MAYTAG

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101

Phone 753-2202

JAS D. CLOPTON

Ckieka

00/.•• A•t

r

Beal's

Residential - Commercial - Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying Selling- Leasing
Phone 753-7724
511 W. Main

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

Phone 753-2700

1415 Main Street

Pied

.

753:1842

Ri,

Phone 753-1713

Maple

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

-BOWLING AT ITS BEST - FINE FOODCTItJ

".7
.
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Corvette Lanes, inc.

%I• •
.•
•
41:4;
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Kent wk

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads- Meats

of the Following Businesses:

-toranor -Shopping Center
-----U7Si&

-

Put first things first,
Attend Church

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

Colonial

"
.-4444"°- -e"

RCA VICTOR - FRIGIDARIRE -

\

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish • Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities for
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"
-....

Ward-Elkins

Through The Courtesy

Southside Restaurant

Am bassador-Hornet-Matador-Grem lin•Jeep
ii.;.4.is;.i.-r;,. .- _Top. 1:24aW4-4Ased-Car.s- phone 753:-

•.

This Page Sponsored

Grecian Steak House

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates • Sandwiches
Buildings
Specials:
on.. Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed...Ground Sirloin - Thurs..Chicken.Fri.. Fish
.
....
..
..
4t
3
621 So. 4
Phone 753-1675h4
No. 12th Ext. 641 -Call In Orders to 753-4419

•

11a,m.
3 P.m.

Other'
Denominjtjon

10 a.m.
11 a.m

Mornina Worship
Sunday School

Salem Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m

.•
• e%
••!''
•.••
#

•

okr.,

Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
7.30p.m
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening WOrship

Presbyterian

United, 310 lrvan Ave.
SUnrlay School
10 a.m
Evening Worship
7p.m
United, New Concord
_41enday_Schoicel--Worship Services 11 a.m.,7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a.m., 7:30
pm.

Blood River

Union Grovi
morning Worship1010a.M.
4:30p.rn.
Evening Worship'
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
Evening Service
6p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10:50•.m.
Evening Worship
Meson. Valley
1 i a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
•p.M.

•
. Friendship
South Fieasnt Grove
Morning Worship
Sunday School
10:00a.m.
10.45 a.m.
Evening Worship
Morning Worshio
t•Gla.m.
6 p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
9:30a m.
Sunday School
10:30a m
Brooks Chapel United
Liberty Cumberland
Worship services at 9:30 a.m. let
Sunday School
10 a.m.
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Sunday. & 6 p.m. 4th Sunday,
North Ptesaint Grove
108.m. .
•
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Bethel United -Oak Grove
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
Sunday School
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 P•m• 2nd
10 a.m.
worshija_serxir_es. 11 a.m., 7p.m..
Sunday._ & 9.30 a.m. 3rd Sundae.
Mount Plesant
Independence United
Morning Worship
11.am
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
Evening Worship
7
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
Firs?
Presbyterian
9:30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Church
School
11:30
8.1117 .
Kirksey United
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.nl. •
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
Coldwater United
Church School
1000
Worship Service
11:00

Pentecostal_

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p 7,1 •

Green Plain
Morning worship
1045 a.m.
Everibg Worship
7p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10: SO a.m.
Evening Worship

etwe wieners Is. Inie dim kart In die"

pg=comorntiir

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

EvenIng Worship

N•w PrOvidence
,
Morning Worship
11 •.m.
Evening Worship
6• 30_p.m.

An investment in Your future

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11:03 am
Evening worship
7.30p.m.

are

changes
2 to normal
noluded -by[lining base

Church Of Christ

,

N
Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown-Owners

' 753-1751

---, ,----.. ..---,,AIIIMIIIIMonnec.

Phone 4341-2345 and 436-5376
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Congress in '72
Potato
Candy
Reader Request: Mashed
Women's Lib Dispute
Makes Its Way To SenateWASHINGTON (UPI) -The
women's lib battle in Congress
this year centers in the Senate,
and on two proposed constitutional amendments.
The first would say simply•
"EqUality Oriightsunder the
law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States
or by any state on account of
sex."
The other goes like this:
"Neither the United States
nor any state shall make any,
legal distinction between the
rights and responsibilities of
male ape/femaleJiersons itidess
saai -distinction is baled 'en
physiological or functional differences between them."
llayb ts Sponsor
The first is championed by a
loCiie confederation known as
the Women's Liberation Movement. The chief sponsor of the
amendment is Sen. Birch Bayh,

By Dr. H. C. Chiles
-

WHAT PRICE DISCIPLESHIP?
The price paid for our redemption was "the precious blood of
Christ." When He saved us we became the children of God. As
God's children, and the disciples of Christ, we should live daily in
compliance with His will in a world that is hostile to Him and His
Word. Christian discipleship is indeed costly.
I. The Call to Discipleship. Luke 9:1-6.
Christ always calls people to Him ere He sends them'forth to
work for Him. Upon calling the twelve to discipleship and to
_intimate fellowShtp with-Him;Ne-gine-them the iwoper,-training •
and equipped them for the mission on which He was sending them
by giving them sufficient power to cure all diseases that afflict the
human body, even reaching to the control and expulsion of
demons. He sent them forth to putinto praetiee-what He had
taughtthem and to preach the gospel. Those whom our Lord calls
to discipleship alid sends forth in His service He always empowers for the assigned task.
Christ instructed them to cast aside every weight that might
impede their progress on the way, to provide nothing for the
to be hospitable, and to depend entirely upon Him to care for
them as they went about fits business. Christ did not promise
them flowery beds ofease, het Re clid warn them of dangers and
perils. Knowing that they would be helpless in the face of the
tremendous forces arrayed against them unless His power
operated within them,He assured than that He Would provide for
than the power 'Which they would need as they went forth to
proclaim His message and to do His work.
II. The Cost of Discipleship. Luke 9:23-25.
What is the price of Christian discipleship?
1. Ltelf-denial.
Self-denial is a renunciation, a disowning of self, a,declaration
that self shall not rule. It is the setting aside of self-will for full
obedience to Christ's will. It is the dethronement of self from the
control of life in order that the management of life may be placed
in the bands of Christ- DeniaL of self is the surest way to
usefulness.
2. Self-renunciation.
Tolake up one's cross does not mean to bear some of life's little
disagreeable experiences. "Cross" here means something to.be
taken up voluntarily and not merely endured because it is laid
upon one.
3. Self-abnegation.
This means accepting Christ as one's leader for life and doing
His will rather than one's own. We shouldthink His thoughts and
work out His will.
III. The Commitment to Discipleship. Luke 9:57-62.
From Chris( the three unnamed men, who were splendid types
of would-be disciples, learned about the sacrifices involved in
commitment to true discipleship. A Christian should never allow
anything to come between Christ and himself. How should every
believer follow Christ?
1. Without delusions. Luke 9:57-58.
A would-be disciple voluntarily and enthusiastically affirmed:
"Lord,I will-follow thee whithersoever thou goest." Obviously he
did not have any clear conception of what it was going to cost him
to follow Christ. Not Wanting Use man to be deluded, Christ told
him what it would coothim.Christ wasquick to lit him know that
He could not promise him ease, but that he must be willing to
sacrifice or do without that of which foxes and birds have of
comfort and ease; he must be willing to love Christ more than
home and bed and creature comforts. To follow Christ one must
heed a call, sponsor a cause, and carry a cross. Our Lord dealt
with this eager, impulsive and impetuous man by bringing him
face to face with the hard, stern and pitiless facts. Christ is ever
Seeking those who will goall the way with Him,regardless of the
cost. Christ wants all whom He saves to follow Him without any
delusions about what is involved in doing 90.
2. Without delay. Luke 9:59-60.
This man did not volunteer to follow Christ, but our Lord took
the initiative and invited him to follow Him. Christ had a work
which He wanted him to dov-"preach the kingdom of God." What
wiffior_tunity! He had thefloriou op2odunitv of Wu a herald
of the Lord's message.Surely his response will be whole-hearted,
enthusiastic, and immediate!
The man was willing to go, but he was not quite ready to get
started. He wanted to delay. Moved by sentiment, he said,"Lord,
suffer me first to go and bury my father." He was willing to
follow Christ, but he did not want to put his family second, He was
saying,"Iwill follow Thee,but is is not convenientfor me to do so
Just now." But Christ will not wait for our convenience or take the
second place in our lives. Deserving the first place in our lives,
Christ wants us to follow Him without delay.
3. Without dishonor. Luke 9:61-62.
This man considered the cost of following Christ and wanted to
go with Him, but he was a volunteer who stated categorically the
conditions under which he was prepared to follow Him. He wanted
- to go back home and put his business in order so that he would not
lose anything during his absence. While his request Seemed
simple and reasonable, Christ knew that his looking back would
soon result in his going back. His attitude was that Christ should
_ not expect him to put the Lord ahead of his own affairs.
- Christ made it clear to this man that a person who pretends to
follow Him and looks beck for a place to rest, or seeks an excuse
to stop,or keeps his eyes on the things back at home is TIM fit for
the kindom of God. Whatever makes us look back, even if it be
family or friends, makes us unfit for service in the kingdom,
dishonors Christ,cripples His work,and ingres one's church. I.,et
us plow on faithfully amid and in spite of all difficulties until we
reach the end of the furrow and hear our Master's "Well done!"

MASHED POTATO-CANDY -7=--CoContil 'Kisses, Chconiat Lltoco a e-SITtiares-,-CtiocOriteKisses and Maple Pecan Drops are all made from a basic recipe.
By Cecily Brownstone
Associated Press Food Editor
DEAR CECILY --Could you
please use a recipe for Instant
mashed potato candy? I have
tasted candy made from such a
recipe. but the girl whose house
I tasted it at doesn't like_to give
out recipes. Strange, isn't she?
But there are people like that,
you know. Can you help me? CANDY FAN:
DEAR CANDY FAN: Secrets will out! Here's- a basic
version of the'recipe You-wint
with four variations. This recipe is made the easy way with instant potato granules
used for mashed potatoes. C.B.
MASHED POTATO
COCONUT KISSES
1/3 cup water

Hospital Report
January 18, 1972
ADULTS 96
NURSERY'5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS DISMISSALS
Mrs. Paulette Fennell, Rt.
1, Dexter, Mrs. Moella Fitts,815
N. 20th St., Murray, Mrs. S
Buelah Mae Jones, Rt. 3,
Murray, Ky. Mrs. Jean Humphreys, Box 644, *array, Miss
Shelia Kay Adams, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Nadean Joyce
Smith, Rt. 5, Ho: 2360, Murray,
Mrs. Tommie Elizabeth Thorn,
506 S. 8th St., Murray, Mr's.
Lillie Mae Pace, 211 W.11th St.,
Murray, Royal Dillard, 404 S.
4th St. Murray, Ky. Ohs Edward Jones, 820 Sha Wa
Murray, Miss Lanettte Underwood, 3089 Colonial Way,
Chamblee, Ga., Mrs. Teresa
Marlene Roe and Baby Boy, 755
Riley Cts. , Murray, William
Lae Barnett, Rt. 2, Hamill-81-w
Patsy Ann Scarborough, Rt. 5,
Murray,Mrs. Mary Ann Leavitt
and Baby Girl 1p23 Sharpe St.,
Murray, Mrs. Perli,e Rena
Kirk, Rt. 5, Benton, Herbert
Selee Robertson, 1610
Calloway, Murray, Mrs. Lula
Dunn, 1005 Fairland Dr.,
Murray,
Mrs.
Amanda
Elizabeth Gansner, Hazel, Mrs.
Vivian Lee, 302 S. 6th St.,
Murray, Bun Nix Smith, Rt. 1,
Murray.

2 tablespoons milk
1/8 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon butter or margarinc
-2 tablespoons- instant potato
granules (for mashed potatoes), from a 6 1/2-ounce
package
'
1/2 teaspoon alrriond extract
I pound confectioners',sugar
1 container (4 ounces) shredded
coconut (.1 1/2 cups)
Into a 2-quart saucepan turn
the-water,--mila--and-salt.-- Bring
just to the boil. Remove from
heat.----Atid-butter n0'a
granules. With a fork, beat until
light and fluffy. Stir in almond
extract.
With a spool:), gradually beat
in confectioners' sugar; mixture will become liquid.at first,
then thicken. Continue beating
until mixture is thick enough to
hold its shape. Mix in coconut.
Drop by,heaping teaspoonfuls
onto wax paper to harden.,
Makes 1 3/4 pounds or about
38 pieces.
Note: If confectioners' sugar
is from a fresh unopened box,
there's no need to sift in making
this recipe. If you used opened
boxes of the sugar, sift and
measure 4 1/2 cups.
VARIATIONS:
Coconut Chocolate Squares
- Line.the bottom of a square
8-inch Cake pan with wax-paper
Melt 3 squares 13 ounces unsweetened chocolate over low
heat, stirring constantly. Pour
into wax-paper lined pan and
tilt pan to spread chocolate
evenly over bottom Prepare
Mashed Potato Coconut Kisses
mixture. If chocolate isn't par-tially hardened when Kisses
mixture is finished, refrigerate
pan until chocolate is partially
hardened. Spoon Kisses Mixture over chocolate and spread
evenly with fingers. Chin until
firm. Turn- out of pan onto
board, remove wax paper and
cut frrat Squares"
Chocolate Kisses - Prepare
Mashed PoOto Kisses mi)ture

Come By or Call For Yours
SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886

The 1 H. Churchill Funeral Home
3rd & Maple

Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2411
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Ervin counters that the
any fashion, the attempt ta3 rid special protections in the law
discriminaour society of such
for women have evolved since
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Furthermore, Bayh said the should not be abandoned.
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The second is sponsored -by
Sen. S
s am J. Ervin,D-I•J„C„
substituting 1/4 cup •coctrz• for acknowledged constitutional ex1/4 cup of the confectioners'
sugar, I cup &lopped pecan; or pert. He contends his motives
walnutajor the coconut and1/2 are of the highest-to preserve
teaspoon vanilla for the aliremd the "special protections women
enjoy under the law as wives,
extract.
Maple Pecan Drops - Pre- mothers, widows and workers.
pired Mashed Potato Cocon4t
Ervin's proposal is damned
Kisses mixture substituting 1 by women's lib as a scheme by
cup chopped pecans for the male chauvinists to perpetuate
coconut and 1/2 teaspoon maple in the Constitution second-class
flavor for the almond extract.
status for women.

FRIENDS QUARREL

-Last-yeer-the-Houseapproved
the

garden brought Anthony Amato
home for tea and his next-door
neighbor Charles Broder running with a gun.
Bruder pumped two shots into
the helicopter, wounding Amato
in the cheek and leg and
earning himself a six-month jail
sentence. Testifying in court Wednesday,the two explained they had
once been good friends but had
quarreled over a wall between
their two homes and flying
enthusiast Arnato's habit of
butzing the houses.

language to exempt women
from the draft and to legalize
laws promoting health and
safety of women. But- the
amendment ran into Ervin's
strong opposition and its
chances of enactment this year
by the Senate are not good.

amendment favored by
_IIINI/0/1.41.1P1)..The. -helicopter clattering over the woinitrr /lb itfW-.feretling

Serious Social Problem Bayh argues: "The injustice

"Ethan
t Allen" WINTER SALE
"Now In Progress At The

Carriage House
Savings Up To 20% Now On
Selected "Ethan Allen" Groups ..
Whot better'time to come in and browse around
..,with your husband and see the Wonderful bity.s. now_
during our winter sale.
Now is the time to select the furniture and•caccessories that will make'for a More beautiful home,
at savings he will appreciate.
See Mr. Kyle Skinner or Mrs. Pat Walston now at
"The Carriage House" and let them help you
decorate your home . . .

Group B
FIRST Rel

Coles. SEC(
, Greer,- Jhm
Timmy Be"
David Cole
Darrell Wal
Pbfflip ROW

United Home Furnishings

The Carriage House
114 North Third St.
Phone 443-6257
Convenient Credit Terms

Now You Know
By United Press International
The school newspaper at the
Medical College of -Georgia is
"The Cadaver."

Open Every Friday Night.
Paducah, Ky.

EthanVAllen
al/W2lC11111 IISADSTIONAL DITERIORII

4-H I

The Cello
Junior Rifle
meeting Satu
the local Ar
The Club n
groups, Gra
8:00 a,m. an
a.m."Sergea
and Phillip
leaders for t
Saturday,
instruction
guns and ai
gun handlii
Commandrr
Safety. Aim
lure was als
Captain
welcomed t
&serve Un
naportance
Hob Danieb
will also tit

It is
extraor ary
what we can
do for you
if you let us

4

Lovely lasses
lift 'literacy
MANILA IUPI( - Books
-donated by the U.S. Government are reaching villagers in
the Central Luzon provinces
through a library on wheels.
The "bookmobile" is operated
by beautiful girls-to itract
more male readers.

E31

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

1972 CALENDARS NOW AVAILABLE
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We lend money to farmers and ranchers
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That *ay, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need-and use
service So we
know all about their special money needs
Supplies, equipment. maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses
And we know bow to tailor repayment programs to their production and income
Talk over your money needs-any season of the year-with a seasohed money
ore' the man at PCA

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 763 5602
306. North 4th Sereet

If you let us, we're going to.give you....high interest rates, better checking
plans, forthright advice, extrAUTOnary loans, convenient branch facilities,
free parking, college for your children: we'll help plan your estate and finance
your brand new home; we'll be your Santa Claus, give you a prettier color check
and a partridge in a pear tree, if that's what turns you on.
We're called the Extraordinary,Bank for a lot of extraordinanry reasons.

suote be,
Is - , 12

The Exiraordinary Rank
cialiww- PEOPLES BANK
/
MURRAY V KY.

Three Convenient Locations .-.,.
Main Branch
500 Main

South Branch
12th & Story

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

TYPICAL
gable, adobi
tile mot, It
..•• baths. Excel
lad steel el
Master Pim
sap

4,111•

••
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Here's How

Men's wear

Men's wear styles •r-make the full cycle -

You, Too, Can Bathe in Luxury

-

is which
ifair sex
that the
the law
ved since
although
uive been
ases they
ed.

• •'
round
S novi

icceslome,

c,w at
• you

-6257

Bv VIVIAN BROWN
AP heersteatures Writer

And you might not have a large Chestnut brown with carpet to
side walls and shower curtains
bathroom, but that doesn't pre- match. Another mini one has a
were in a red and white striped
NEW YORK (UPI) — country. But they go with the -•
fabric.
After a song sterile period. vent one from adopting some of background of purple paint with
They called it the "Fashion Farmer Brown look and
the bath is coming into its own the interesting color schemes an orange raw silk panel used
One interesting aspect of
Revolution" while it lasted, finally have become acagain At least the opportunity And for people who like to col- behind the water closet. Atr bathrooms shown in the book is
and perhaps it was, for the eeptable.
prevails to decorate a bath to lect things — the new idea Eastern motif fabric is on the the decorative treatment, espeFor the manufacturers —
wheel has revolved full circle
one's taste, conservative or fan- seems to be to put the collection wall above wash basins. This- cially collections of things One
and men's fashions are pretty and suit sales have sagged for
ciful Interesting fixtures, wa- in the bathroom. And how about room had a fine collection Of bath has a tall piece of sculpback where they were at .....yeaxa_while. people turned-4-terprootee vsai.t eovenng
that antique then of drawers or- gla.s&.•
----ture and a- striking White torse
more toward sports clothes —
the end of World War II.
But just about any large idea
handsome tiles, ant! lush-look- table you don't want to store in
bead. A huge abstract painting
manufactUfen seem it may be a boon and may not. - tug colorful carpet provide in- the attic or ce'lar?
-I-may-he- used in a small
is On the wall. Another shows a
pretty happy about it — a Suit sales have boomed as the
centive for doing something difare
ideas
for ascetic
Th;:re
room.
collection of Chinoiserie placed
The Calloway County 4-H Junior Rifle Club held its first
standard cut suit with new knits came in but the
ferent.
bathrooms that are "archiFor example, scarlet walls against ochre-colored walls
meeting Saturday, January 8. The Club is divided into two
variations by individual makers are afraid sales will
Many people in ld houses tecairally assured . .."
and black carpet can be a strik- with paintings along,one wall of
groups, A and B. Group A includes: FIRST ROW, LEFT TO
designers — and so are the level off if fashion becomes
with big bathrooms or those
In that category is the bath of ing color scheme. Or how about the tub The long wall at the tub
RIGHT, Gary Miller, BW Glisson, Roger Stubblefield. SECOND
men who wear them since they static' .
who have a custom-sized bath
Jack
Lenor Larsen, the fabric apricot-papered walls with a is mirrored to make the room
So where will it go? Well
know their clothes won't go
ROW, Dan Potts, Greg McClure, Ronnie Gibson, &ape Norin a newer -dWelling might be
gray rug? Set it off with a few look larger.
out of style six months after someone will remember the „interested in the observation of designer It is based on an Afri- pictures
sworthy, Randy McDaniel. THIRD ROW,Sammy Tucker, Randy
A nineteenth century bath is
and 'a pretty green
can4ineinge
in
the
theme.
A
hole
"Continental"
and
they
buy
revive
something.
that.
Mary
Gilliatt,
author of,a new
Barrow, Ron Barrow, Charles Gibson, Steve McColston, Bruce
plant
really the piece-de-resistanceslabbed
floor
is
a
bath,
and
the
Someone
else
been
will
inmight
have
It
remember
book, "Bathrooms." She points
Fogle, Staff Sergeant Joe Baucutn. FOURTH ROW, Bobby
Feminine bathrooms include of collections Posters, prints,
tall, p'-destaled basins reFutrell, Sgt. Phillip Robinson, Charles Esker, Roger Hendon, fluenced by the rnoviet, wish the %Oro suit but „probably_ nut tbaLludaraarn,s.,art,
one that is.green anti_ whit;with,
st„pile.d. Writs, Alas,
African
sculpture.
frith
ie
such period pieces as "Death will call it ale Mao jacket and
being used as—itudies,
Randy Herndon, Krit Stubblefield, Harry Davis, Phillip
Walls aro• cement, the ceiling shaggy white carpet But a real- plaques, meat-paste lids, mugs,
in Venice," or it may have revive that. Then there will be
rooms,
breakfast
rooms,
cow(
ly charming bath can be one glass are all massed above the
Zacheretti, Junior Duke, Fred Gillum 4-H Agent.
been influenced by the late late slimness and shape and the
servatoriek or anything 'be wood with beams.
For those with a large bath- built into a niche as shown in tiniest of wash basins.
77losys'ini tsileilsion
-t-‘---Whole thing will start all over
that happeas to lit ivvi4i-their_
_111Ustration...Portuguese_
room-Indeeorate, one in a Meltof aid liTt—sigain, round and round.
primary functions.
Broadway
tiles are on the"bathtub wall. ican-design
is
furnished
with
an
If there is any sort of moral
In addition to ,describing
musicals such as "No, No,
Pink, orange and white fabric is -KRAMER RELIEVED
armoire, table and chairs
to this it is: Don't ever throw
Nanette."
highlights of baths over the conused for bath curtains, a draped
rooms
for
powder
The
ideas
ASHLAND, Ore. (UPI) —
tunes, Mrs. Gllliatt provides
But what we have now are anything away.
or half-baths might inspire table, a ruffle at the bottom of Larry Kramer, head football
broad shoulders, broad lapels,
illustrations of bathrooms
e with s II bathroomS. the bathtub and on the walls.
--Oregon
and RoPPierPentran
secret seems to. in using -Wtate--tarqutred-datirs-vattr'-eeeth--se---Setithern
Thereare lots of ideas for the
wider legs — almost the ' HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
tomato colored carpet corn- College for the past two years,
striking
effects
in
tiles,
wall"drape shape" of the postwar Burt Lancaster and Roland KliaL- average person. You might not
plete the decorative scheme.
relieved-el --his duties
covngs,paint.
years but cleaned up a bit and bee will produce and direct put a painting on the wall for its
Persons who cannot afford to Wednesday'
Brown and white wall tiles
"Slade" from their own screen aesthetic importance, but it
-made slightly lees floppy.
Kramer's odied at-Southern
The newest thing, of play with Lancaster in the star- might provide an answer to the aroused in one small room with tile around their tub might take
a
cue
from
one
bath
The
wall
areig°n
was /46.
problem
tiled
of
shower
and
cracked plaster.
walls painted
course, is knitted suits for men ring role.
— plus knitted slacks and
sportsjackets and the like. But
the styles are quite similar to
those of the 1940a even if the
suits are permanently pressed
fan exaggeration) and halve
lots of give.
Group B of the Calloway County 4-H Junior Rifle Club includes:
The big word is "revival"
FIRST ROW LEFT_IV RIGHT, Kenneth Paschall, Eugene
man ufpetal-ars are'
Outland, Leon Pritchell,Larry_Pritchett, Andy Coles,. Timmy. and
reviving
. everything they think
Gk.. SECOND ROW, Donald Brittain, Mark Herndon, Donald
whim,
7-fireer, Jimmy Hale, Terry Sledd, Monty.Taylor. THIRD ROW, mighLhnnst
suits, glen plaids vrhiph
-11mmy 'Beane, Kenneth Erwin, Ralph Reaves, Mike Watson,
mysteriously- faded- yowl
David Coleman. FOURTH ROW, Mike Irvin, Jimmy Alton,
popularity, vests to be worn
Darrell Walker, Keith Covey, Terry Gibson. FIFTH ROW, Sgt.
with watch chains and Indian
Phillip Robinson S-Sgt. Joe Baucum,,Fred Gillum;4-H Agent.
Madras which alserfaded away
mysteriously.

SUNDAY-MONDAY ONLY

4-H Rifle Club Meets
The Calloway County 4-H
Junior Rifle Club held its-first
meeting Saturday, January 8, in
the local Army Reserve Unit.
The Club met Saturday in two
groups, Grouup A meeting at
8:00 a,m. and Group B at 10:00
a.m.'Sergeants Joe Baucuum
and Phillip Robinson are the
leaders for the club.
Saturday, the club recieved
instruction in different types of
guns and ammunition, proper
gun handling and the Ten
Commandments of Shooting
Safety. Aiming and sight picture was also explained.
Captain Rankin Powell
the
welcomed the club to
Reserve Unit and stressed the
importance of gun safety. Mr.
Bob Daniels, local gun expert
will also be assisting with in..

to*

Biggest change
Aa a matter of fact, the
shoe picturemarks the biggest

struction of the club.
Group A elected Roger
Hendon, President, Bobby
Futrell vice-president, Randy
Herndon secretary, and Charles
Eaker treasurer.
Group B elected Timmy Alton
president, Andy Coles viceWatson
president, Mike
Selietiiry, and Kenneth
Paschall treasurer.
The next meeting will be held
in the Reserve Unit on Saturday, February 5, 1972

THEIR OWN BUS
GORTON, England (UPI
After three years of saving,
pupils of Wright Robinson High
School bought .themselves a
school bus. Thaid for it
with 1,702,400 tradingstamps. •

change and about the only
thing new — the younger
generation, at least, is wearing
shoes with heels up to three
inches high and platform soles
and even wedgies.
Shirts also are returning to
the earlier days of American c.
life and one big company has
revived the famous Arrow
Collar Man to boost striped
shirts your grandfather might
have worn. They even speak ol
the "return" of the white shirt
and the button down collar,
long out of favor with fashion
leaders.

100% WOOL

YARN

LADIES

4-Ply - 4-oz.

VELOUR PANTS,

Reg. 97`

.433

Only 7

tit

an additional 2.00 over our
everyday discount price on these
fashionable pull on velour pants in
sizes 8 to 18 in asserted spring
colors. Easy care. Shrinkage controlled.

Save

Hats, too, are back about
where they started — increasingly broad brims and for
the younger generation brims
five inches or more wide, a
revival that started in Paris
and spread slowly in this

ASSORTMENT OF

BONDED KNITS
Assortment of bonded knits in 60" width.
New Spring colors and patterns.

OUR REG. 6.33

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Reg.
'1.37 yd.

40's

SHAMPOO
14-0Z

BLANK

MAGNETIC
ROLLERS
'&

TAMPAX. PROTEIN 21

4116
ias '

•*b

SAVE NO14!

133'

CASSETTE
TAPES

3

For

LIMIT 1
* Dry
* Regular
* Super
REG. 1.44
BEDROOM3
io• 12'

BEDROOM 2
0. iS 212

-

C
—The
C

• Regular
SUGG.
RETAIL
2.49

32 rollers of
different sixes

Three 60 minute
blank
cassettes.
Far " hours of fu" iltrai-sita•vial
and pleasure reco-

On plastic
organizer stand

REG.
2.00

CONTAC

WINTUK
YARN

enter to MOW,sune

Suite bedroom
13113%4
-4-- MAST ERS SUITE.

* Oily

Orem morn
ludo hrq roorn
11'.4.4 13.6"

your

own

tapes

COMPARE AT 1.99

SHASTA

BOTTLE
DRINKS
28 fl. oz.

FOYER

* Regular
Reg. 37'
* Diet
* Assorted Flavors
ea.
4

LIMIT 2

TWO C R GARAGE

REG. 1.17

REG. 2.47
lounloin sotto

•-

•

H.47/0A(

TYPICALLY SPANISH: This borne seems to have everything. Including an informal front
gable, adobe walls, flat roof portion, battered wallsetbetrance arch, private entrance patio and
lila reatat is 2,184 square feet, excluding verge, porches and patio. It has eight rooms and two
• baths. Exterior bass front wall of adobe brick with stucco on balance, hews,solid timber posts
.0d steel casement windows, Plan HA7111M was designed by architect Redelph A. Matter*,
Master Pion Service,111 East Jericho Take., Mineola, N.Y., 11501. Informatios on blue prints may
.
.....t arrttimthe architect.
be abtaitiod
-.
•
-

12-hour cold control day or
night. 5 days and nights
continous relief.

9-9 Weekdays
1-6 Sunday

31 2-ounce skein in your choice
of colors. Made of Dupont
ocr lic fibers.

BEL—AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Phone 7534777 --Acres of Free Parking •

BANKAMERICARD
A,

4/8
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See for yourself!
Read the Want Ads
today and everyday for
top buys!
And when you
have something to sell,
tell other-readers
about it with
your own ad.

THE P1

St,

One phone call
to 753-1916
wi11 Piot your ad
in print.
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See for yourself!
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PBS Presents Powerful
Portrait Of Hansberrif

FRIDAY-.JANUARY 21, unz -

roucationAL. TebeviesoN
=WAY,NOV.2r
public affairs proan.
MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD.(C)
4. THE tuanitc ant:
PANY. (C)
5:11 SESAME STREET. (CV
6:110

An
1L1111 LAW OF THE
information series on law for
the public. (C)
-

By_L'YNTHIA LONEY
thetic cast movectoff in a numWEDNESDAY,OEC. 1
AP Television-Radio Writer
ber of directions to show Lor400 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHLOS WINDOW TO THE CLASSNEW YORK (AP)- A cam- raine Hansberry's career, her
BORHOOD. (C)
HELP WANTED
ROOM: A Child Went Forth.
• HELP WANTED
SERVICES OFFERED
'
141131*iCES OFFERED
4:30 THE ELECTRIC COMeta sometimes can tell a story, emotions and reactions, but it
(C)
PANY.
(C)
create an impression and build all lead to her premature
II:31 FOLK GUITAR PLUS:
5:00 SESAME STREET. (C)
a Mood more effectively than death-of cancer in 1965.
Laura teaches banjo players
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSmelody playing the new
any other theatrical medium.
ROOM: Kentucky Is My Land.
The part of the playwright as
chord.
Is looking for a Manager who will Act like he owns
II:20 CALLING ALL COTIQS1One of those occasions was taken from time_to,time-ky,all
_EFFICIMALAPLK;
1101,
Eat- Your!pout- .---•
the place.
Thursday night when-We public members ofthe past, men and
Purposeful Skimming and • 6:30 HOW DO YOUR CHILThe
mon
(C)
Scanning.
who
con take complete charge will be rebroktdcasting stations showed woman, blacks and --whites,—
DREN GROW: Deals with.
TS COMMUNITY TV HIGH
warded with
problems and rewards of
an unusual portrait of Lorraine Ruby Dee played her most of
IOU 10,---h
SCHOOL: Verbs—Verb Comchild rearing, Covering the
•Excellent salary
Hansberry, the talented and the time and gave the characpliments.
entire spectrum of Child• Life Insurance sad Hospitalization
perceptive playwright who died ter a sense of pride in being
11:10 SPECIAL OF THE WEEK:
ROACH'S
parent relationships. (C)
Home: A play about the in•Paid Vocation
at lige 34.
740 EFFICIENT READING.(R)
Carry Germs
black. The cast also included
paterrelationships
four
of
•Bonus Mt profits.
7:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
Robert Nemiroff's memoir of Claudia McNeil, Barbara Barin a mental institUtielhts
.
OPENINGS AVAILABLE NOW IN WESTERN KENTUCKY
hies late wife, called "To Be rie, Lauren Jones, Al Freeman
SCHOOL: Simple SentenceContact Curt Ragland for appoirgmerg, 753-7190.
CHI BOOB BEAT:
Young, Gifted and Black," was Jr., and Al Schneider.
Types of SentenceS_:_,.
THEA.
MASTERPIECE
16:00
presented with great success as
CHEF.
t-I
,NSENCH
Soup
du
,
,if
TSE; RestirreCtion,1'1Dilni-t-V"Liltatilitteho - Ttesto0-3tory• off-8roadatay..102duction- .• -0egfulioulair
of--a prince
9:30 THIS WEEK: A cover
about three years ago. It was were abrupt and it was hard to
and a prostitute's unlikely alGOLDEN • OPPORTUNITY!
FOR SALE
story treagnent of the week's
follow
the
shift
from
excerpts
liance.
more powerful and effective ,as
Agent wanted for Murray. Salary
- zdaiOr _hale:nal or . interciaLAND:
An
THE
11:00
LAW
OF
a television production partly from letters to scenes from
tional news story, hosted by -GAS LOGS for fireplace. Price plustuuuniaMmi,No travel. Must
law for
on
series
information
Bill Moyers. (C)
because' the performers were'PIoY5A llnisin in the sun"
the public. (C)
$20.00. If interested phone' 753- have sales experience or degree.
Do not be deceived! Termites- work 24 hours.
not limited to a stage baek_ was her greatest _success.
5:00 GREAT AMERICA
TUESDAY, NOV.30
'3598.
J22C Contact Dennis Doerr at Holiday
MACHINE.
DREAM
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer
Frequently, too, the back400 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHInn or at 753-6033.
J21C
10:110 FIRING LINE.
BORHOOD. (C)
An artful interweaving of ground music was soloud that
11:00 PANNED: For health
ANTIQUE CIVIL war bed,
440 THE ELECTRIC .COMprofessionals only.
Miss Hansberry's writing-let- it dominated instead_ of, under$100.Phone 753-5726 after 5:00
PANY. (C)
FOR SALE
THURSDAY, DEC.2
ters, scenes from plays-and sCnred the-words:
5:00 SESAME STREET. (C)
J21C
_
14,1sTERAGFAS' NEM&
,41--ivatr-a----- GASIVH400111-10-THE-GtASS1968 SCHEVELLE 12':40' Mobile
BORHOOD.(
ROOM: Nobody But Yourself,
and
were put together. The result fascinating play and, while
4:30
THE
COMElCTRIC
COLT 357 Magnum. Phone 753- home. Two bedrooms, furnished,
6:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
PANY. (C)
was a moving and sometimes painful, was a rare television
SCHOOL. (RI
9351_
J24C,very _cleaa_Eitras. Phone 753sfiretir
stumt
5:00
7:00 CIVILISATION: Pursuit
.initiating picture of what it is—treat—
THE
CLAM
WINDOW
TO
6:00
124P
of Happiness: The world of
t 3599'
like to be a black maturing in a
The fralulitiCth from sue'dra100 S. 13th Street
ROOM: Images and Thinp.
Murray, Ky.
Bach, Handel, Mond and
ma
to
"The
Dean
Martin
white-slominated society.
Haydn is examined.
. 6:20 CALLING ALL CONSUMAKAI X360-D Tape deck, $500.00
or
Nite
Day,
753:3914
Phone
Show"
was
too
sharp
to
be
conERS:
The structure of the program
1:00 MASQUERADE: Improand Pioneer PL-41 turn table,
6:30 COMMUNITY iv HIGH
visational drama series espewas sometimes a bit confusing. sidered. "Owan Marshall:
Owned and Operated Over' 20 Years
$125.00. Both professional type.
(R)
SCHOOL.
cially
for
children.
(C)
Counsellor-at-Law"
seemed
a
The play started as if it were
COMPANY.
7:00
ELECTRIC
(RI
r•
Licensed
and
in
by State of Kentucky
excellent coMition. Phone
1:30 ADVOCATES.
7:30 EKU PRESENTS:
an early rehearsal of -a play better bet for a night cap. But
1:30 BLACK JOURNAL
753-9411
or
753-2669.
J24C
r Member Chamber ot Commerce
0:00 THIRTY MINUTES WITH:
with the actors around a table even this-sleek, professional
10:00 SOUTHERN PERSPECElizabeth Drew interviews a
Hwy. 94 'East of Murray
TIVE: Southern Ectocationai
reading and referring to their and Amilimei ciat=seemed flat
12'x61' TWO BEDROOM mobile
)
,
Networks regfdrtat niWS and - - -personauty in the NO*.(C.
scripts. A stilendid; sympa- after the Han:sberry piece.
Fresh truck load of tree
home,gas heat, carpeting. Very
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
ripe FRUIT from Florida.
clean. Extras. Reasonable.
Fir:1mm norrarain rirs-a
-PEANUTSsOttillIzed iir
Now
Phorie753-6812.
JZK
4 Leak through
ACROSS
00= MOOD Mg
5 Before
double Yolked Jumbo
MIR W9r.70 MI100
5"-C'EffrOME—ArrRtir or 4 wiling
LUC'S:"
point
AVOW MOD2U
Chapeau
9
7
—4-444"1"16Mark
by
Standard grand gas:
Volkswagen. No adaptors 12 Beverage
MOOMMU CUOMO
SM000 MOW MO
Reg. 34.9 per gal.
necestiary.Dibson amplifier with 13 Build
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ll stores
8 Sina
New Deal
MOUGI MOM0 MO
left14
foot contr011ed tremelo switch.
Prerninalpl 39.9 per gal.
WOO 01303 MEIRM
10
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St161
Country SORGHUM $1.49
Phone 753-3620after 6:30 p
30 000E1 0M3Q0
Ggapeetr
"‘
i
tlytiiin
i itnd9.) i. 11 Sailor
116
7
9 *Smal
J24C
bucket or 242.49 bucket.
00003 MUM
601300 MOO 300
SAVE 5 cents on MILK
20 Creep.
°tr l°C1'1 1.e).
s
16
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M300 000 OMGM
21 Vehicle
20 Tapers
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Burger Chef Family Restaurant

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Pest Control

GORDON'S
FARMERS
MARKET

Home

Crossword Puzzle

TOO!

Freon gas,commonly used as a
propellant in aerosols, an
additive to solvents and a
coot-ant in refrigerators, can
cause possibly fatal heart beat
irrerolarities;. warns, Dr.
Gerald Breneman. president of
Heart
Michigan
the
Association. .
Among products propelled
by freon are antiseptics, air
freshers and cleaners, inarnishes,
secticides, paints.
polishes and hair sprass. wit is
especially important that these
sprays be used in a wellventilated place and that
persons with a heart disorder
be extra careful to asoid
breathing in the gas,- said
Breneman, a cardiologist at
Henry Ford Hospital.

THE PHANTOM

1
2to 4,
GIRL'S LOAFERS,sizes 8/
1
2 price. Boy's
ideal for school, /
shoe sale, Regular $5.99. Sale
$3.99. Regular, $4.99. Sale $2.9E
Boy's and Girl's dress coats and
car coats, sizes 2T to 14 years,
one-third off. All children's
sportswear, 20 per cent off. One
1
2
rack ladies blouses and slacks,/
J21C
price. Settle Workman.
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* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Friday Evening *
BEATLE BAILEY

CH. 3
.,.WSIL
430 Anderson
7:00 Brady's
7:30. Patridge
8:00 Room 222
8:30 Odd Couple
9:00 Love Ant.
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett
.
12:00 Movie

CH.4
- . WSM
.
6:00 New;
6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Sanford& Son
7:30 Movie
9:30 Primus
..
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

7:00 J. Lewis
7:30 Road Runner
8:00 Phantom
3:30 Jackson 5
9:00 Bewitched
9:10 Lidsville
10:00 Curiousuty
11:00 Quest
11:30 Lancelot
12:00 Bandstand
1:00 Basketball
3:00 Ed. Film
4:00 Sports
5:30 Roller Derby
6:30 Welk
7:30 movie
1:00 6th Sense
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

6:25 USA
6:55 Digest
7:00 Doolittle
7:30 Deputy Dawo
8:00 Woodpecker
8:30 Pink Panther
9:00 Jetsons
9:30 Barrier Reef
10:00 Giant
Step
11:00 Auditions
12:00 Tarzan
•
1:00 Gidget
1:30 Ray- Mears
2:00 Basketball
4:00 Tuscon Open
5:30 Nash. Music
:00 News
:30 Rollin'
7:00 Emergency
-00 Moyire
10:00 News
10:30 Creat. Feat.
12:00 Avengers
.

CH. 5
WLAC
630 Tell Truth
700 Reports
7:30 Address
000 Movie
Rickl
9:30 Don
10:00 News
10:30 mason
11:30 Movie

CH. 8
CH. 6
WSIX
WPSD
.
Acres 6:30 Your Lite 6:30.Grn
7:00 Brady's
7:00.The D.A.
7:30 Partridge
7:30 Movie
8:00
Room 222
Summits
930 7
,30 odd Couple
10:00 News
Tonight9:00
Love Am.
10:30
10:00 Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Movie

2

CH. 29 WDXR
'5:30 Munster
5:57 News
6:30 Buck Owens
6:00 Movie
7:00 O'Hara
7:27 News
8:00 Ent. of Yr.
7:30 Theater 29
Rickles 9:40 News
9:30 Don
10:00 News
9:53 Harvey
10:30 Movie
10:00 Creat. Feat
10:30 Movie
•
12:00 Sports
CH. 12
.. KFVS
:30 sews
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•1 772/734451tY ft:torsf't

Right to Read 10:30 Theater
12:00 Death Valley
News
Man
Bugs
Bunny 12:30 Ultra
Scooby
Doo 12:57 News
Globetrotters 1:00 Opry
8:30 Bear
Bunch 2:30 Monroes
9:00 Pebbles
3:30 3 Lives
9:30 Archie
4:00 Theater
10:00 Sabrina
4:30 Wresthng
10.30 Josie
5 30.Movie
11:00 ,Monkees
6 30 Music
11:30 You
are 7:00 Star Trek
There
7:57 `News
12:00 Film
8:00 Movie
1:00 cartoons
-1:40 News
1:20 Forum
10:00 Adults Only
200 Movie
10:30 Avengers
4:00 CBS Golf
11:30 Playboy
5:00 News
After Dark
6009454' Haw
42:27 Sports
7:00 Family
12:30 Creat. Feat.
7:30 Mary Moore
8:00 Van Dyke
830 Arnie
9:00 Mission Imp
10:00 News
10:30 Virginian
w
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30

mo
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LK' ABNER

7:00 Bugs
Bunny 7:00 RFD-TV
7:00 Stiff:Hiles
7:30 Scooby
Post 0:00 Phantom
Doo 730 Fence
8:00 Globetrotters 7:55 News
8:30 Jackson 5
8:30 Bear
Bunch 0:00 Woodpecker
9:00 Bewitched!
9:00,Pebbles
Panther 9:30 Lidsville
9:30 Archie
Reef
.
r
JPea
kt:sroihes
9
8::00: s
10:00 Curioursity
10:00.Sabrina
11:00 Quest
10:00 Giant
1030 Josie
Step 11:30 Lancelot
11:00,Monkees
81:00 Wizard
12:00 Bandstand
11„:10.You There
11:30 Buileloos
1:00 Wrestling
12:00 Council
12:00 Insight
2:00 Sports
1:00.Comm. Cent
12:30 Campus
2:30 Bowlers
1:30 TBA
1:00 Murray Univ. 4:00 Sports
2:00 Roller Derby 1:30 File 6
5:30 Lassie
Classic 1:45 Phys. Mutual 6:00 Welk
3:00 Golf
4:00 Movie
2:00 Basketball
re* Bewitched
Golf 730 movie
4:00 Martin
5:00 Sports
5:30 Truth or Con. 5:30 News
9:00 6th Sense
6:00 Use Haw
6:00 News
1,0:00 Chaparrel
7:00 All in -Farn. 6:30 P. Wagoner
11:00 News
7:30 Mary Moore 7:00 Emergency
14:30 Movie
8:00 Movie.._
8:00 Van Dyke
10:30 News
8:30 Arnie
9:00 Mission: Imp. 11:00 Movies
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
_ 11:30 Movie
-

cH. 4
wsm

CH. 5,
WLAC

CH. I
WPSD

CH. 8

Cll. IS

CH. 29

6:30 Worship
KFVS
WDXR
.
7:05 Report
7:00 Gospel
7:30 The Story
6:30 News
730 Film
7:00 Faith
7:00 Zoorama
7:30 Tomorrow
8:00 Phelps Bros. 7:15 Digest
7:00 Answer
1:00 Gos i Music
8:00 Tipton
7:30 Tomorrow
8:00 Bible
Class 7:30 Truth
8:15 J. Stoner
8: 30 Bible Bap.
8:30 Devotion
0:30 Goalies
8:30 Discovery
8:30 Stooges
11:00 Tom & Jerry 9:00 Bap.• Temp
8:30 o.'Roberts
9:00 Lamp Unto *
7715 j
Huabmilielton
e
9:00 Truth
9:30 Doubledeckers 8:30 Goolies
10;00 Consultation
9:00 Dragon
10:00 Theatre
9:30 Truth
10:00 Sullwinkle
10 X) Gospel Musq
5:00 Revival
9:30 Dbl. Deckers 9:30 The Life
1030 Services
10:00 Close-Up
1030
10:00 Worship
IBA
9:30
11:30 Moyle
10:00 Bullwinkle
Look
Up
11:30
Face
-Nation
Gospel
10:30
10:30 Is-Written
12:00 News- Conf 10:00 Canters 3
12:00 N-S -11,11 Start
10:30 Make-Wish
12:120 Reports
11:00 Doolittle
11:00 Bugaloos
12:30 Soul of City 1030 Nation
200 Rodeo
11:00 'The Life
1230 Japanese
11:30 No Miracle 1'00 Movie
11:30 Wizard
unto
1100
3:00 Sea Hunt-,
11:30 Film
Lamp
1:00 Skinner
12:00 Meet PreSS 4:00 Ned
12:00 Press
12:00 Glory Road 3:30 Victtiry At Sea
12:00 Directions
1:30 W. C. Field 12;30 Deo Dime
sa
omioeu
- 12:30 lesterfamily 4:00 High AL Wild
1244 Ise, & Ans. 33430 SW4444
4:00 Kid Talk
Tucson
Oven L6.00 Munson
1:00 Tuseon Open
•
n., 1 w id 1-00
.
1:00 NHL Hockey I:30 Untamed
1:00 Basketball
4:30
,Animal
6:10 Wild Kingdom 3:30 NFL
2:30 Gidget
. •.•,....—Pl—e..., —Or., 2:30 File 6
Action World
3:30 Movie
J'w.
9,
/
'
,
Phys.
moms
Mut.
''.
2:45
100
FBI
3:00 Pro Bowl
4:.00 Ku:I Talk ' 5:00 Saint
5:00 Wrestling
6:00 News
MOYie
800
4:30
6:00
News
Bow,
World 5:57 News
Pro
Animal
3:00
6:00 Wild Kingdom
6:30 Movie
6:00 News
1000 Persuaders
6:30 Disney
5:00 60 Minutes
6:00 W. C. Fields
6:30 Your Life
8:30 Cade's Co.
6-30
pigney
1100 News
7:30 J. Stipeirt
127 News
6:00 Lassie
9,30 dig Vail_
7:00 FBI
•
w
Y
7:10
J.
Stewart
TBA
11:30
FFleming6:30
7:30 Cinema
Movie
,I1:00 Peggy
8:00 Movie
40: 30 News
8:00
P
News,
•
•
Fleming
0:10
9:40
case's
CO:
10:45 News
10:43
Moyle
•
9:00 Bold pile's
9:00 Bold Ones
9:50 sports
930, Forum .
11:00 Movie
i .• 10:00 News .
10:00 Ned%
10:00 News
10:00 Sho5i4sa5e .
10:20 Movies
10:30 Tonight..
10:30
11:S7 Sports
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Call
House Hunting?
Donald R. Tucker And Associates
IF YOU THINK A NEAT SMALL HOME is hard to find, then
eee this 2 bectrOom_brick at 1192 'Vine Street. Compktely
cirtigid,1O-Z41-y-drapes,just the right size lot for easy care. A
real buy.

LONG WINTER DAYS ARE EASY by the fireplace when you
have a family room big enough for kids to play and dad to put
ti'bre74 Latieliedroothil run baths, central heat and
'air,spacious kitchen-dieing area, attractive drapes.,$30,750
will' make it all yours.

A HOME YOU'LL TREASURE WITHOUT- robbing- the
treasury to buy. Beautiful 3 bedroom brick on large lot.
Carpets,drapes,2baths,central beat and air, modern builtins in kitchen ear only $28,000. You will love the family room.

COME AWAY FROM THE EVERYDAY!! The charm of
yesteryear will be yours in this 2 story victorian mansion.
Features 7bedrooms,gracious curved stairway,4-fireplaces,
family room, dining room, large modern kitchen with all
built-ins, basement. Be the envy of your crowd by owning
"That Different Place."

ADORABIE & AFFORDABLE. 10 year old brick on quiet
street. 3 bedrooms, drapes, electric heat, built-in range,
spotlessly clean. A bargain at 120,750. 2M'x306' COMMERCIAL LOT at 10th and Arcadia. One of
best locations in town. liky now, start building your own
buisness tomorrow.

'house with 9 apartments completely furnished within
walking distance of University. Ideal for investment. Income
plus tax relief. ACT NOW!!!
THINKING OF BUILDING your own home? We have many
lots listed in Most any part of Murray you would like. Some
have large trees. All'ore well located.
DO YOU WANT A HOME of your very own but funds are
short? How about this 2 bedroom newly decorated home for
•.
_
_ _
$10,500.?
_

A CHALLENGE TO THOSE WHO WANT an older home to
/
2story brick home has
remodel and resell. This 4 bedroom 11
•:--unlimited-possibilities-Ideal.-ineesitineat-wavier*
•
COMMERCIAL FRONTAGE on 641 North. 70 acres priced at
than $16,000.
!WOO.
PERFECT FOR INVESTMENT - 30 acre tract located on
7 ACRES FRONTING US 641 North with around 700' highway.. Johnnie Robertson Road. Develop this and make your 1972 a
richer one!
• frontage.
WATERFRONT LOT in Panorama Subdivision. Ideal for
year around home.
DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE, Double your Mon. with this
duplex...2 bedrooms each side, fully occupied. Lot is
107'x192', big enough to build 2 more apartments. Can be
yours for $24,500. Great investment!
MAKE MONEY WHILE YOU SLEEP with this brick duplex
priced at less than $20,000.-Don't let this one get away. 2
bedrooms on each side. Great income!
TT COSTS NO MORE TO OWN LOVELY brick duplex than to
pay that apartment rent. Have an income while you are
buying. Each side features 3 bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
central heat and air,carpets. Only 2 years old.
*ART THE NEW YEAR RIGHT!Ownership doesn't cost-it
pays! See this 3bedroom brick home with living room, dining
room, kitchen, family room, extra large patio, 2 carports
with lots of outside storage. $22,500.
NEED A BUILDING SITE not in the city-22 acres North of
Stella with foundation and storage building under construction.
26 ACRES on highway 94 just 12 miles Northeast of Murray,
ideal location for future investment.
A 1972 DREAM-100 acre farm for only $16,500. Located
Northwest of Kirksey. We won't have this farm long at this'
price.
RELAX IN THE COUNTRY in this cozy home on 5 acres of
good farm land. Only 2 miles South of Murray. •
90 ACRES OF SOME of the best land around Kirksey, bordered by a water shed lake. Small frame house - excellent
tobacco barn. Now is the time to start thinking of spring
plantin'.

16 ACRE TRACT on Earnest Bailey road. Good investment
property.
•
2 MILES WEST OF MURRAY on Highway 121, we have 15
acres.
IT WOULD BE THE,PERFECT setting for your antiques: A
creative mind could turn it into the charming cottage it longs
to be.Imagines bedrooms,one with a fireplace, dining room,
basement, on 2 acres. Large outside shop building.
ON BLOOD RIVER EMBANKMENT, we have 20 acres of
choice waterfront property. Perfect location for development with over 1200 feet of lake frontage.
BE NUMBER ONE - To see our just listed house and No. 1
with added income. Two sleeping rooms in back of homtradd
$70.00 to your monthly income, while you relax in the modern
3 bedroom house.
CONVENIENCE AND CONTENTMENT are yours on Sunset
Blvd. 3 large bedrooms, spacious den and living room, both
with fireplaces, 2 full baths, lots of closets, built-in kitchen.
All for $26,500. You need to see this-one.
START YOUR YEAR OFF RIGHT in this attractive 3
bedroom brick home. 11
/
2 baths-has Va bath off master
bedroom, gas heat, 2 air conditioners, carpeted,large living
room. Stove and drapes will stay with house. Garage and
outside storage unit. This spacious home can be yours for
much less than you imagine. CALL NOW!
DO YOU HAVE 2 cars? Put both away at night in the 2 car
garage attached to this lovely 4 bedroom, 2 bath home. The
attractive kitchen has all built-ins and opens to dining room
as well as large den.Inviting foyer,.large rooms, beautifully
carpeted, central gas heat with electric air. Lots of closets,
SEE THIS ONE TODAY!

DONALD R. TUCKER, Realtor
MEMBER. OF MULTIPLE LISTING

FOR SALE
GOOD USED double door
refrigerator. Also good used 30"
electric range. Dertn's -TV &
Appliance, 118 South 12th
J21C
Street.

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER ONE RECLINER chair, $20.00.
pups, non shed coats, delightful Also Corvair auto parts. Phone
companions, champion sired. 753-7448.
J21P
$70.00 up, terms. Melody-Ayre
Kennels, Buchanan, Tennessee,
TOWERS AND ANTENNA
J26C
phone 901-247-3345.
atWHOLESALES PRICES
FIVE GAITED stallion, Hackney
BIG JACK ANTENNA $19.95
pony stallion, Western Pleasure
T. V. Service Center
pony filly, racking Country
Central Shopping Center
pleasure gelding. Phone 753753-5865
J22C
1348.
GREY CHROME dining table
and four chairs. Good condition.
Phone 753-2885.
J22P

SIX WEEKS old Sable and white
ANC registered Collie puppies.
,Wormed and acclimated to
outside living. Sired by award
winning Prince Joy De Locust
Grove.'Mrs. Claude Miller, phone
J22C
753-3059.

SERVICES OFFERED

AUTO

970 CHEI
Ihtder,str
1350.00.Ph

-rRnvatED:'

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE
WELL KEPT carpets shoe, the
results of regular Blue Lustre
spot cleaning. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Murray Home &
J22C
Auto Store.
FROM WALL TO wall, no soil at
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric champooer
$1. Big' K, Belaire Shopping
J22C
Center.
BEATEN down carpet paths go
when Blue Lustre arrives. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Begley
Drug Store, Central Shopping
J22C
Center.

16 IN. PORTABLE TV, portable
RITZ CRAFT trailer 6435'. stereo phonograph, 2 electric
Tandem, electric brakes, good voice P.A. Speakers Microphone,
tires, one bedroom. aevertone 30 assorted record albums,stereo
kitchen, early American decor. amplifier. 753-3111 after 4
J24C
J22C p.m.
$1200.00. Phone 489-2361.

FOR SALE

k ALUMINUM'
PLATES
23-1116x35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow,
and for many other
uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

i1970 MODEL Chevrolet 350 cubic
inch motor with 300 heads-4 962.FRONTIER TRAILER 10 x
magnkun 500 Mags for Chevrolet 50. 2 Full size bedrooms. Good
or small Buick. Phone 7534288 condition. $2500. Phone_753J24C
9.J22P
after 400 p.m.._ _
0

Due to our many recent Sales we need new
listings on all types of property.
LOVELY FOUR BEDROOM COLONIAL at 500 North 7th
Street. Has double garage, two baths, all built-ins, family
room and also nice basement recreation rooMmithiirePlaceAlsO fireplace in living mom. Has dining room and nice
carpet.
IN CIRCARAMA NEYLIERit.BEDEMUIRICKALFAITI
court. Has two baths, built-ins, central heat and air, garage.
Close-to shopping.- Carpeted. Only $25,000.
NEARLY NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK on Williams
Avenue. Near MSU, Robertson and New High School. Has
central heat and air, all built-ins, two baths, carpeted,
garage. $27,500.
-NEWL-Y-USTED,
-011E-OF THE best lots in Murray. On
Keenland Drive between 16th and 17th Streets.
DEEP WOODED LOT AND A 3 BEDROOM brick home at
1509 Sycamore. Central heat and air. Two fireplaces. Newly
decorated and new Carpet. - $23,000.
IN KINGSWOOD. A NICE 3 BEDROOM brick home with
central heat and air. Lots of built-ins. Fine location. A really
good buy at $25,500.
NEW BRICK 3 BEDROOM,HOME ON HWY.393, two and
one half miles South of Lynn Grove. Lot 120x 250. Immediate
possession. $21,01)3.
POT.TERTOWN ROAD. ABOUT 1,4 MILE OFF OF 94 East.
Frame house with basement. 3 bedrooms on 3 acres. City
water. A bargain at $14,000.
TWO AND ONE HALF MILES N.W. OF IURKSEY. 84 acres
farm with 70acres tendable. 3 bedroom frame house,several
outbuildings. A really good buy at $26,500.
NICE 4 BEDROOM BRICK WITH 11
/
2 BATHS, garage,
range, refrigerator, viasher, dryer and drapes. Also 2 air
conditioners. Reduced to $23,000.
/
2miles East of Hwy.94
20 ACRES ON BLACK TOP ROAD. 11
on Faxon Road. Has 3 bedroom brick and frame. Real nice
and priced at $21,000.
KINGSWOOD-THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
-house-onearner of Camelot and Ford Road. All built-ins, two
baths, central heat and-air, two ear garage. On good size It.
Must see. $28,000.00.
GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Roberion's Hih-Burger
on S. 4th St. Good terms to right party. Good yearly business.
Terms to right party. Bar-B-Q pit. Serving all types of meals.
Call for details.

INCOME PROPERTY ON LARGE CORNER lot at 800 Olive
St. Four bedroom and 2 bath frame home. 4 completely
furnished apartments with bath and carpet.

rg.

J

UNIQUE THREE months size
crib, mattress and sheets, $15.03.
Wirker -dressing table, $10.00.
Bureau, $8.00. Vanity, $8.00.
J22C
Phone 753-9371.

SERVICES OFFERED

BARBER
ALL-your home additiOne. INTERIOR PAINTING FreeMENIIV.C.KLE'S
NEED EXTRA money?Maey alterations, remodeling, etc. estimate. Work guaranteed. Can Shop,213Spruce Street, open 9:00
earn.,
Estimates.Phone 75.V.
-furnish references. Phone 753- a.m. till 5:00 p.m., Monday
Avon SalgallelMentattvea
estimated $40 a week or more. gra.
an
TFC through Saturday. Haircuts $1.00. TFC 3484.
.
Earn extra Cash-and have fun,
TENt
Boy's haircuts $.75:
too! For details, call: collect
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back WILL CARE for children in my
e,6
753
.n
1o
1 nd5ay tliru Friday. TAX SERVICE. Leave records-1
before 8:30 am' or after 6:00 hoe work: Phone Rex Camp, 753-: home,
p.m. 365-9424 or write Mrs. Janet sna.
mp for fast preparation. Government
TFC Phone
Kunick, Route 2 Box 136A,
Princr;on,Kr:4244W' -322C"TREES'
tut and WILL DO babysitting in my 753or 436-5430. February7C
removed. For estimate phone home, weekly, daily or hourly.
J24C C.Ontact trailernumber 99 at
474-2744or 474-Z87.
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY _
HARRY'S ELECTRIC!!!
Stiady0alts1'railer Court. .17.4r Rewiring, Service
taking aPplir.ationifor energetic
Changes,
LOST & FOUND
women at Midtowner Motel,
Electric-Heat-Specialist. Nojob is 4trucking,'
dog,
WORK,
BULLDOZER
too smelt Reasonable rates. 1108 January 24 from 10;00 a.m. to LOST YOUNG male
1
2 Shepherd. Brown ,and also bank gravel, fill dirt and Sycamore.Phone 753Collie, /
2:00 p.m. No phone calls
vicinity of 10th and topsoil. Phone Hirt& 354-8569 or 2667.
please.
February 16C
J21P white. Lost in
122C 4544161 after 6:00 pan.
TFC
Olive.Phone 762-2n4.

4 BEDROOM BRICK AT 1702 COLLEGE FARM ROAD.
Lovely new carpet?

Phone 753-4342
Associates:
Edna Knight,
home phone 753-4910;
Pat Mobley,
home phone 753-8958
FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

N.AT NSPITcH,JUST.ADARbLGOCIIIDEAL-apartment_

NEW COTTAGE in Panorama Shores. 2 bedrooms, partially
furnished, is perfect summer home. Let us show you this
bargain at only $9,500.
BEGINNERS SPECIAL! This neat little frame house has 2
bedrooms down, 1 up; electric heat, air conditioner, soma
carpeting, draperies:"Can be bought for just $14,800. Don't
miss this one!

HELP WANTED

25' each
Call at

Ledger. & Times
, 103. N. 4th.St.
Murray, Ky.. •

LOCUST GROVE ROAD JUST 11
/
2 MILES So. of 121. 3
bedroom brick home that is neatly new. Has electric heat,
draperies, carport, and/ closets. On-4 lot 125 z428. Only

BI
mike
make
autorr

rismo.

NICE 3BEDROOM BRICK AT 1711 COLLEGE Farm Road.
MI built-ins including refrigerator with ice maker.'bleed to
sell. $22500.
LOVELY 311EDROOM EIWCK
MEADOV7Green11
/
2 baths and carpeted throughout. $28,500.

ilmortal

- car +a
steeriz
and vi
as $2995

LARGE COMMERCIAL LOT ON 641 South across from
Holiday Inn. 150 feet street frontage and very deep. Ideal for
most any business. Call about this

71 LTD C
A loci
10 pal
poWer
Was $4195

CEDAR POINT ROAD NEAR AURORA. 4 bedroom brick
with lots of built-ins. On 3 acres about 300 feet from year
around water. House has 2 baths, carpet and draperies. You
must see to appreciate. Priced at only $35,000.

71 Galax',
one m
with p
and fa
Was 52995

CHOICE LOCATION OF LYNN GROVE HIGHWAY just ;
mile west of city limits. Eleven rooms.'Central heat. Stock
barns and 3car garage. This is a lovely home. You must see
to appreciate. Lot is 200' x 373'. Call to see this.

71 Ford L
-local 1
with p
_ factor
Was $3595

CORNER 16TH STREET AND KIRKWOOD DRIVE - Three
bedroom brick veneer house. Two baths and beautiful hardwood floors. A real fine buy at 123,500.00.
INVESTMENT pROPERTY. THE CLAUDE ROWLAND
farm on Utterbeck Road. just west of 641 No. About 1
miles from city limits. 28 ectes and 3 bedroom frame house.
Fine to develop. $32,000.

70 Ford'
white
owner
Was $209$

ON 121 SOUTH. 8 MILES FROM Murray. 60 acres and nice
brick home. Call for appointment to see. Priced to sell.
EXTRA GOOD CLEAN UP SHOP. A 2 car shop, well
equippled on lot 100 x 250on S.4th St. Priced to sell.-

70 Ponds
local
power
Was $2395

COTTAGE AT PANORAMA SHORES, 1 bedroom, large
family room. Real sharp. $15,000.

70 Ford F
like
owner
brake;
Was $2395

IN LYNN GROVE ON 120 x 322 LOT. Brick veneer 3 bedroom
-meideinthstmAargestsrage.bisilding-.
home. $20,500.
OTHER LAKEPROPERTY ALL ALONG THE Lake. Lots
and houses in a wide price range.

10 Ford(
One
with
raid fi
Was$3295

BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT WEST OF THE GIRL Scout
Cabin on Sharpe St. One of the few wooded lots available in
the city limits. 100,' x 200'and only $11,950.
•

NICE FOR A COUPLE. AT 520 SOUTH 7th. Street is a newly
painted and fully carpeted home. Gas heat and air conditioner. Priced to sell - $8,500.

70 Ford
power
factor
autorr
Was $229;

NEW BRIO DUPLEX. 2 BEDROOMS EACH SIDE, 1
carpeted, central heat and air. Showers and washer-dryer
hook up. One apartment rented. You can move right in to the
other. Only $25,000.

70 Ford
local
power
Was $195(

AT 304 WOODLAWN.3 BEDROOM BRICK,draperies, storm
windows and doors, carport. tot size 80' x 160'. Living room
carpeted. $19,000.

63 ACRES OF GOOD FARM LAND WITH year around creek.
Plenty of black top frontage. Fish ponds, tobacco, and corn
'WELL LOCATED ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD. Good
bases. About 8 miles N. E.of Murray. Owner retiring and has
aluminum siding, 3 bedroom house on 11
/
2 acres. Reduced to
priced to sell. $17,000.
$19,950.
EXTRA FINE HOME IN KINGSWOOD ON lot 110 x 150.
Large 3 bedroom brick central heat and air. Pella Windows,
2 baths,all built-ins, garage. Large redwood deck. Has many
extras. Built by a contractor for his home. You must see to
appreciate. $37,500.

70 Ford I
with p
factor
better
Was $249i

LOVELY 2BEDROOM BRICK ON CORNER LOT. Plenty of
built-ins. Convenient to shopping. Located at 1399 Johnson
Blvd. - $25;500.
TEN ACRES ON 641 SOUTH. ADJOINS city limits just South
of Uncle Jeff's.

70 Ford
steel
and
C249
Was Mt

Guy Spann Realty

70 Mave
with
shar
Was $171

Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones:- 'Guy Spann - 753-257
Louise Baker.- 753-2409
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray, - 75.3-8919, Jack Persall - 753-8961
Buddy Sykes - .75.31-3465 Glenn Wilcox - 753-2761

69 Ford I
auton
powei
rod.
Was $219

69 Ford'
local
Was $149

Si
4
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FFERED
_ BARBER
reet, open 9:00
m., Monday
Haircuts $1.00..._

TFNC
.eave reconisli
Government
e rates. Pbone
February7C
ECTRIC!!!
ce Changes, •
list. No job is
ble rates. 1108
February 15C

AUTOS FOR SALE
-

AUTOS FOR SALE

NOTICE

black, ELEXTROLUX SALES 8. er970 CHEVROLET pickup 6 1968 PLYMOUTH GTX,
another lady to
mags, vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. LADY WANTS
Linder,straight shift,short bed, Jardine headers, Keystone
her, rent free.
with
house
share
J22C 4 new tires. Good condition. Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Phone 753-5611.
J21C
1350.00. Phone 474-2378.
J22C mington, Kentucky
TFC
$1250.00. Phone 753-5770.

FORD ISOM
ONLY BRAND
YOUR MD

*MOW
0.11

ew

88

Parker Ford takes in all kinds of 'trades_ on our
ompetitive4ratultrien'foreign made
are
brands. And we've got so many, we have to price Tem ovito go!

121. 3
lc heat,
. Only

ff Bird two door hardtop:TOW". mileage car with all the extras that
make riding and driving this
automobile a pleasure. U120.
--Nals--$16.75.1111L_
111 14695.06

I.

Road.
.ced to

n mustang SPertari201. AritAltiL.cle

car with low mileage, power
steering, Power brakes, factory air
and vinyl roof. U122
Now $2675.00
as $2995.00 •

from
Ideal for

71 LTD Country Squire station wagon.
A local one owner 5,000 mile wagon,
10 passenger with power steering,
power brakes and factory air. C198.
Now $3850.
Was;4195.00

brick
m year
'es. You

71 Galaxie 4 door sedan. This is a fine
one owner local car, low mileage
with power steering, power brakes
and factory air. C55.
Now $2695.00
Was $2995.00

just
t. Stock
ust see

71 Ford LTD 4 door Pillared hardtop. A
local low mileage one owner ctirwith power steering, power brakes, - factory air and vinyl roof. U139.
Now $3395.00
Was $3595.00

-Three
hard-

ut 1
house.

70 Ford Torino convertible. Red with
white top. Low mileage, local one
owner automobile. C102.
Now $1795.98
Was ;2095.00

d nice
,well

70 Pontiac Tempest 2 door. A deanlocal car with power steering,
power brakes and factory air.- C56.
Now $2175.00
Was $2395.00

, large

oom
A isvelv
ke. Lots

L Scout
ilable in

a newly
air con-

.
ere Perimclean, low mileage car with power
steering, power brakes, factory air
and vinyl roof. This car has never
been sold. U3.
Now $2795.00
Was $2995.00

_
16 Ford-Fairkne four door 6 cylinder,
autoMatic transmission. C73.____L_
Now Wale
Was $795.00
Ferd-LTD
steering, power brakes,factory air
vuliToT. C24.
Now ;995.08
Was ;1195.90
sedan
brakes
Now $495.00

71 Ford Maverick 4 door sedan. A fine
with V8, automatic
small car
transmission and factory air. A low
mileage car that has never been
sold. U4.
Now $2595.00
Was$2795.00
71 Ford Pinto. A little sharpie with
automatic transmission, factory
air, vinyl roof. Low mileage. Never
been sold. U6.
No $2395.00
Was $2595.00
71 Ford Galaxie 500 two door hardtop. A
" well kept low mileage local one
owner car with power steering,
power brakes, factory air and vinyl
roof. T105.
Now $2895.00
Was $3195.00
II Chevrolet Impala 4 door hardtop. A
beautiful one owner local car with
power steering, _rwer brakes,
factory air and vinyl rooirali.
Now $1750.
•
Was$1995.00

66 Chevrolet Bel Air four door sedan.
V8, automatic transmission, one
owner local car. C225.
Now $695.00
Was $850.00
65 Plymouth 2 door sedan. V8 automatic
transmission. C36.
r,Now 4395.99
Was $495.00

4 door sedan.'AM
64 Chevrolet
automatic transmission, power
steering. C134.
Now $4911:190
Was $695.00

Low
Pit124ck. V8
ion and power
82995.00

steering, power brakes, factory air
and vinyl roof. U9.
Now $11195.08
Was $2095.00

_SS _Chevrolet. .1. Camino with. po
steering, power brakes, factory air
and vinyl roof. A local one owner
low mileage vehicle. -White and
_ 12495.09
black. C85.

71-7ied Ciitialry Squire station wagon.
One owner local car. 15,000 miles
with power steering, power brakes
and factory air. C215.
Now ;2995.00
Was83295.00

cony
69 Ford Galaxie
yellow
owner
with blanikkop.
c5io
vit.w
steering, power
bra
and factorteir„OP.._
Was
.00
Now 41796.00
.

69 Ford Econoline Van._ L.W.B. 6
cylinder, standard transtnission.
41795.00
142, •
69 Ford Econoline custom club wagon,8
passenger, L.W.B. with V8,
automatic transmission and air
conditioning. A sharp one owner
82495.00
local wagon. T8I.

S. storm
ng room
. Good
uced to

70 Ford LTD 4 door sedan. A local car
with power steering, power brakes,
factory air and vinyl roof. One of the
better'nnes. C160.
Now S1275.10
Was$2495.00

lenty of
Johnson

ust South

76 Ford LTD 2 door hardtop with power
steering, power brakes, factory air
and vinyl roof. A local clean car.
C249.
Now$2595.00
Was $2895.00
70 Maverick two door sedan.6 cylinder
with automatic transmission. A
sharp economical car to own. U10.
Now ;1650.00
Was $1795.00

69 Ford LTD two door hardtop. A great
automobile with power steering,
power brakes factory air and vinyl
roof. U136.
Now $1795.00
Was $2195.00

25

69 Ford Torino GT Sportsroof. A clean
local car. C131.
Now 91295.00
Was 91495.00

1
.
'
41•11

11.111•111111.

2 TRAILERS AND one house on
Ky. Lake,in Blood River Area, 13
miles from Murray. Call 43EJ24C
2427.

Jackets

54.99

4.99

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

Weight-Watchers
TRY

TRIM-ELIM
An aid to eliminate excess water
In a weight-control
program.

WALLIS
MURRAY Phone PL 3-1272 KENTUCKY

641 PET SHOP. 7 miles North of THE COMMONWEALTH OF
Murray. Fish, birds, puppies, KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
hamsters, guinea pigs and Circuit Cog& _
SUP011111:Phone- 753-11162 or 7* GORDON W. Rai, ilELMA
J27NC BANKS AND SUSAN BANKS
9157.
Plaintiff,

If You

-Vim Your Paper
Phone.-

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
or

SEE THE SMALL
CAR EXPERT
at
604S. 12th St.

753-7114

FOR A DEAL ON A
BETTER USED CAR!!
67 Chevrolet impala, 2 door hardtop- yeliovr,--blactvtiiyi
top, power steering and brakes, air conditioning,
11,195.04
new ,local car.
69 Datsun 510, 4 door, turquoise, autrimatic transmission,
$1,4115.011
radio, 15,000 miles.
69 Datsun Wagon, blue, 4 speed, air conditioned, radio,
91,495.00
luggage rack.

AIMS

JUNE BANKS AND BET
BANKS Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a judgment and
of sale of the Calloway
Circuit Court rendered at the
68 Ford LTD 4 door hardtop. An extra
68 Ford '-2 ton pickup L.W.B. Custom
December 30 Term thereof 1971,
cab with V8 standard transmission.
clean one owner local car with
the above cause, for the
in
Sold
truck.
A solid one owner local
power steering, power brakes and
Between 6:00 p.m.
OF ESTATE and
new by Parker Ford. T109. $1595-00
factory air...C421.
7:00 p.m. In The its cost therein I shall proceed to
Now ;1595.00
Was;1795.00
offer for sale at the Court House
67 Ford 3,4ton pickup. L.W.B. V8
Cvening
door in the.. City of Murray
68 Dodge Coronet station wagon. A local
If you know your route
standard transmission. A local
Kentucky, to-the highest bidder;
one owner wagon with V8 and power
truck that's built for heavy work.
boy's number, please call
at public auction on the 24th day
.$13.75.00
steering. C166.
T198.
him first. If you get no
of January 1972, at 1:00 o'clock
Now $1195.00
Was $1395.00
results then call John
p.m., or thereabout, upon.credit
above
the
at
67 Chevrolet It ton pickup 8 cylinder
Pasco , Jr.
TellowTng
standard transthissiori.1711:41150.00
number during the hail* coUiiTh
66 Pontine Executive 4 door sedan. An
described property, to-wit:
exceptional local one owner car
listed
Beginning at an iron bar which
66 Ford L2 ton pickup custom cab. V8
with power steering, power brakes,
is located at a point on the west
standard transmission. A sharp
factory air and vinyl roof. C200.
$995.00 FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank side of South College or Hale St.
truck. T76.
Now $1575.00
Was $1695.00
now South 15th St. 705 feet south
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
of the northeast corner of the
66 Chevrolet "2 ton pickup with in67 Ford Galaxie 500 two door hardtop. A
land described in Deed Book 48,
sulated camper top. L.W.B. 8
one owner local car with power
HOLY LAND tour now being page 533, for a beginning point;
cylinder standard transmission
steering, power brakes, factory air
departure thence west 150 feet; thence south
$1395.00 organized, 10 days,
C47.
and vinyl roof. U91.
25, 1972. Attend in- 75 feet; thence east 150 feet;
December
Now $1150.00
Was $1395.00
meeting January 24, thence north with the west side of
66 Ford "2 ton pickup 6 cylinder stan- formation
room, 608 South 15th Street 75 feet to
Community
p.m.
7:30
$995.00
dard transmission. T127.
67 Ford Falcon four door sedan. A
or phone 753-5750. Discounts beginning.
Main
sharp little car with power steering,
available to early parFor the purchase price, the
66 Ford "2 ton pickup L.W.B. 6 cylinder
power brakes, and factory air. V8,
J24C purchaser must execute bond,
ticipanis.
$995.00
1230.
standard
transmission.
low mileage local one owner car.
with approved securities, bearing
C2I9.
legal interest from the day of
. FOR SALE OR TRADE
65 Chevrolet 112 ton pickup L.W.B. fi
Now $1295.00
Was $1495.00
sale, until paid, and having the
cylinder 4 speed transmission.
$4195.00 1964 FORD PICKUP. 1963 force and effect of a judgment.
T35.
Chevrolet pickup. 30" pickup Bidders will be prepared to
6; Dodge Coronet four door sedan, V8
insulated and paneled, fits comply promptly with these
cover,
and
la Chevrolet one ton with flat bed
with power steering. An easy;
8'pickup. 4200.00 or will trade for terms.Purchaser being given the
wheels, new
'cattle
dual
racks,
rear
driving small local car. C330.
short wheel base covet; Phone right and privilege to pay cash
tires, 29,000 actual miles. This is one
. Now $950.00
Was $1095.00
J22C and accrued interest at any time
$1175.00 436-2145.
you'll have to see.
before the Six rponths-expire.
Frank L. Ryan
AUTOS FOR SALE
Commissioner
Master
1968 VOLKSWAGON RED, in Calloway Circuit Court
good condition.Plione
ITC
Ceramftsf 7-1114-Maia.-Rim* 753-5273-- 2359.

- PARKER FORD Inc:-

FOR RENT

TWO BEDROOM mobile home.
NICE 3 bedroom House, Dining Students welcome. Hale's Trailer
room, Den, Garage, Quiet Park. Call Mr. Gregory at 436J22C
location, $140.1.13 per month. Call
753-9917 after6
_
ROOMS $30.00 PER month and
TWO ROOMS, one with private up. Call 436-2173, Tuesday and
J24P
walking Thursday. Call 753-4551.
wfthin
entrance,
university. Phone 753of
Vinyl
distance
Suede
MO per cent Polyester
TFC
1387. '
Cartoon
Knit
THREE BEDROOM trailer, 10'
wide, 1967 model. Southwest side
Price
Reg.
Pants
of Murray. $80.00 per month.
$14.95
1st quality
FOR RENT
g
Couple only. Phone 753-9293. J21C
Our Price
' 4299
Reg
t.• Nice furnished apartment
a
47.95
';
Also
/gip.
E for rorl calege
UNFURNISHED SIX room house
.
private room
p
1st quality Name Brand
with bath, gas heat, three blocks
.
(har-Price--$34115
Diresses_Reg. Price up to ;74.08 _
-from downtown. Good garden
J22C
spit. Phone 753-3972.
5
days
865
:
I PI:
a 789
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
1NEW MENS STORE
TWO BEDROOM furnished
t, /carpeted,r_air_ _conDouble'kik
reasonable. Inquire at
,
ditioned
TWO BEDROOM mobile home.
J24C
Slacks' & Shirts
Sport Coats
Apply to Mrs. B.B.Dill in person, 1414 Vine Street.
phone
no
Court,
Dill's Trailer
.., Foe sea.
REAL asittu
Sprlog Merchandise
calls please Located Murray
Drive In Theatre Entrarke. TFC SMALL FARM: good location;
Prices So-tow We- Can't Adve-Wse
business or future investthent.
11 M1111111111
Till
The Nettie Brands
One mile- East-Murray, sp.-- FOR RENT
proximately 10 acres pasture.
You Must Come See For !ourself!
Nice furnished apprtment
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
4,or S Cfle girl
for 2,9,
8:W.
Open Friday N ts
r,ozy older
7 room house,
Close to campus.
modern. For appointment call
Open Monday thru Saturday 9:094:00
Phone:
TFC
436-2173.
••
753-5865 days
p.m.
5:00
753-5101 after
BEAUTIFUL WOODED water
POUND FEMALE Beagle with
11111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
MAN WITH vision...Lifetime
front lots. These adjoining lots
J21C
collar. Phone 753-820d.
opportunity...Join with new
unfurnished have water system and large
aggressive TWO BEDROOM
successful and
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs corporation. Investment from duplex, fully carpeted, central septic tanks. Located Pine Bluff
for rent or sale. Rent applies to 62500.00 up. Income/ 815,000 to at and air. Built-in stove. Shores.Phone 753-8625. j J24C
purchase. Lonardo Piano Col, $40,000. Call Jim Crofton collect hone 753-4478 or 753-9135. TFC
TRAILER PARK with 9 trailer:
across from Post Office, Paris, 615-329-9099.
J26C
7 acres of land. Three miles from
bedroom
2
55,
10X
LER,
J21C
Tennessee.
electric heat. Call 753-7856 or 753- Murray. Will finance. Phone 753J21C
J24C '6231 or 753-7856.
8231.

753-7278

70 Ford Custom 500 4 door sedan. A
local car with power steering,
power brakes and factory air. U7.
Now $1750.00
Was $1950.00

t

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space
available. For information
contact Bruce Thomas at Federal
Savings and Loan, Math Street in
Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC

TRUCKS,

SIP Olds Cutlass 4 door. A sharp in-

68 Dodge Polars 4 door sedan. A local
one owner car with power steering.
power brakes and factory air. 017
Now $1350.00
Was $1595.00

OPENING FRIDAY, JAN. 14th from 9:00-8:00
Located Just South of Puryear
LADIES TOP NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
1st Quality and Irregular. .
MI at Unbelievable Low Prices!
Because of such low prices we are not allowed
to advertise name of brands.

61 Ford Fairlane 4 door sedan. 6
cylinder automatic transmission.
U2.
Now $350.00
Was ;495.00

79 Ford Fairlane 500 four door sedan. A
like new automobile. Local one
Wing, fooariT
power -We
owner
brakes and factory air. C192.
Now $2175.00
Was $2395.00

70 Ford Custom 500 Ranch Wagon with
power steering, power brakes and
factory air. A local one owner
automobile. C183.
Now 91995.00
Was;2295.00

IDE, 1
er-dryer
in to the

'ft"Ford Custom 500. four door sedan
with,power steering, power brakes
'and faclOry air. A local one owner
car. C114.
Now $2395.00

641 BARGAIN CENTER

Slacks

140 id
p%flail1'?JL
fast moving,

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

_NOTICE_

NOTICE

68 Chevrolet Camaro,gold, super sport, V8,radio, heater,
automatic in console,new glass belted tires. $1,695.00
68 Olds Cutlass S, bronze, 2 door hardtop, console,;1,495.00
automatic,factory tape player.
71 Datsun Pickup, red, 1500 miles, radio, heater, Cape*,
11.195.11
gas saver.
71 Detain 1200 Fastback, dark blue, white vinyl top, 4
speed, radio, heater, air conditioner, 1400 miles. We
$2,1105.99
sold itnew.
71 Datsun 510,2 door, orange, black vinyl top, automatic,
7,000 miles, factory tape player, mag style wheel
$2,095.99
covers. We sold it new.
46 Ford Fairlane 500, 4 door blue, 289 V8 automatic, radio,
heater,34,000 miles,new tires,sold new in
$995.00
Murray.
71 Dotson Pickup, blue with camper topper, 4 speed,
$2,095.00
radio, 7,000 miles,local car.
70 Rambler Hornet, 2 door, red, automatic transmission,
91,595.00
radio, heater, 26,000 miles,one owner.
63 Pioneer T. 16 foot fiat bed truck.
71 Dotson 510 Wagon, yellow, automatic transmission,
$2,195,10
luggage rack,19,000 miles,like new.
71 Opel Wagon, white, radio, heater, air conditioner, 5,000
miles, like new.
11 VW bug, good mechanically.

1116.11

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun
S. 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

A.....anteLweavaalreak...

•••••••••k0*a:•••••-•••••••••••.
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Graves Native' _
mean anything to the American —Recognized As ,
consumer anymore?
Daill.Coilsultant
8. Will consuniers' service
i Continued from Page 1

Schultz...
_liberalized Abortion
Law
_
Included In -Code. Revision

FRIDAY-JANUARY 21, 1972

Rites S_a_turday Legislator...
For A. Cainian

Kentucky
Roundt;p

WedrlsaCJ
aiPage I)
Over "tray with julep cups.
l
to
which took the legislators
Previous winners are Jefferson
meeting
and
worktask
for
not
for
A.
Funeral
services
County
Supt.
Richard
RICHMOND, Ky,(Ap) —
VanHoose
dairy
Louis J. Boyd, a
and repair problems lead to
ing more.
th
Caernz
n,cid
rettiredde
ure c:1
141
bill establishing campus safety!
specialist in the Co-operative
legislation in this area?
FRANKLIN,Ky.(AP)-.A lib- cation must be filed with the (1f#0)and Fayette County Supt.
ria
na
ennt ofof
Guy S. Potts (1971).•
Thomas asserted that being and security departments hasil
9. Does anyone listen to an Extension SerViee at Michigan eralized abortion law is includ- county attorney.
will in session in Frankfort was received the support of thei
Murray
State
University,
recognized
University,
was
The
winner
State
of
the
Dupree
If such procedure is not folairline stewardess's oxygen
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